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·PREFACE 

"Memory is life. It is always carried by groups ofpeoplt;, and therefore it is in permanent 
evolution. It is subject to tile dialectics of remembering and forgetting, unaware of its 
successive deformation open to all kinds of use am/ manip11lation. Sometimes it remains latent 
for long periods tlten suddenly revives. History is tlte always incomplete and problematic 
reconstrudion of wltat is no longer there. Memory always belongs to our time andform a lil•ed 
bond witlt tl.e etemal present; ltistory is a representative oftlte past". (Pierre Nore, in E.J. 
Hobsbawn, TlteAge of Empire, 1875-1914, Rupa & Co., Calcutta, 1982, p.l). 

Rlimakathli is a tradition, a memory. As a tradition it is part of me. As a memo1)' 

it has induced me to embark on t!iis study of the epic Rlimayat!a one of the earliesc 

versions of Rlimakathii, in dzi light of the recent developments and examine the 

deification and historicity of Rlima. Jnspite of being a deeply embedded mem01y, 

little study has been undertaken to trace out the historical de~·elopment of Rlima 's 

deification. This work is an attempt to address some of the important issues involved 

in the process of development of Rlima from an ideal man and an ideal king to an 

avatara. 

Many people have contributed to this work. To begin with, I am indebted to my 

supervisor Kunal Chakrabarti, whose intellectual contribution to this work is 

immense. He stood by me from the very inception of the idea, to the ji·aming of the 

topic, till the final analysis. 

In addition, I am particularly grateful to Prof. Romila Thapar, whom I have 

personally never met, but whose writings on the epies, especially on the R(uua_Ht!W 

were of great use and directed me to study the epic as a source of history, when 

others questioned the ve1y historicity of my primw:v source. I extend my thanks to 

Prof. B.D. Clzattopadhyay whose comments /have deeply valued while examining 

geographicallocatimzs and arclzaeological evidences. !'.1y special thanks to Dr. R.N. 

Nandi, who initiated me into resecirclz_ and wlzose il~fluence on my thinking /;as been 

tli!ep and abiding. 



I thank the staff of SahiJya Academy Library, Nation.al Museum Library and A. S.l. 

library for their co-operation. A special thanks to Sli L. N. Mallick, Asstt. Librarian, 

J. N. U., for his unfailing courtesy an£! ever helping attitude. 

- I am so deeply i1ldebted to my ftiends that words of gratitude seein insufficient 

repayment. They have not only supported me throughout and re.iul'enated me 

whenever I was retiling but have also enriched my work with their challenging 

questions, insightful suggestions and hy furnishing me with some of the 

iizdispensable references, books· and articles. I cannot discharge my debt to my 

parents. I can only acknowledge theit affection and support. I must acknowledJ:;t~ the 

contribution made by Ruby allll Bablu. Their love and. enduling faith in me sustained 

both me and my work when things c1ppeared to be falling apdrt. 

To all these people I express my gratitude, I alone am responsible for any 

shortcomings. 
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Introduction 



1. Introduction 

This work is an attempt to trace the process of deification of Rama as depicted 

m the Valm1ki Ramliym;za and to understand its significance in the backdrop of 

ideological, material and social milieu of the contemporary society. I have argued that 

the period of codification of the text was a period of reassertion of brahmanism in - -

several spheres of life. Brahmanism was attempting to construct an ideal theoretically 

through the Smr:ti literature and was bringing in some of the salient features of these 
• 

ideals in the popular stories of the epics, particularly in the didactic sections. Rama 

served the purpose of providing a subject where all the ideals coalesced, whether as a 

man or as a king, which contributed to his eventual deification as an incarnation of · 

Visnu . • • 

The Text 

We treat the Ramiiy(Jl}a here primarily as a historical document, because even 

though the actual events narrated in the epic are not historical, "it does supply us with 

information about the integrating values around which the societies were organised. It 

codifies belief, safeguards morality, attests for the efficiency of ritual and provides 

social norms. In a historical tradition, therefore, the themes of myth act as factors of 

continuity. In other words the analysis of a myth can reveal the structure of the society 

from which it emanates". 1 For literary works are not mysteriously inspired. They 

Romila TI1apar, Ancient Indian Social History, Orient Longman, Delhi, 1979, 
p.296 
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represent particular ways of seeing the world, and as such they have a relation to that 

dominant way of seeing the world which is the social mentality or ideology of-an age. 

That ideology, in turn, is the product of the concrete social relations into which men 

enter at a particular time and place. The Ramayal}a is important for us because it helps 

us to undefstai1d this ideology and the social relations that produced it. 

Important secondary liteni.ture on the Ramayaga includes monographs by the 

sanskritists such as Frank Whailing's Rise of Religious Significance of Rama (Motilal 

Banarasidas, Delhi, 1980), J.L. Brockington's, Righteous Rama (Oxford University 

Press, Delhi, 1984),Paula Richman's Many RamayaiJas(Oxford University 

Press,Delhi, 1994). From historical point of view Romila Thapar's ExileAnd Kingdom 

(Mythic society , Bangalore, 1978) connects the process of evolution of the epic with 

the socio-economic and political formations of its times. H.D. Sankalia in The 

Ramayana; Myth or Reality (People's Publishing House, Delhi, 1991) has tried to 

relate the text with archaeologica: evidences. 

Frank Whailing begins with the observation that scholars have neglected Rama 

for Kf~l)a. The reason behind the neglect of Rama, he explains, is that little attempt 

has been made to view his development as an integral character. He says that in the 

V~lmiki Ramayaf}a, the most important level of meaning in the Rama symbol is the 

human level, i.e. ,as personification of dhamw.At the second level Rama represents the 

gods and cosmos over against demons and chaos. Thus at this stage the deeper level of 

the meaning of Rama is that he is the successor of Indra. although he is not 

mythologically identified with him. At the third 'and deepest level of meanin~ Rama is 



.... 

.) 

an avatallof Vi~l)U. After accomplishing his task he returns back to heaven iri his 

original form of Vi~ryu. He demonstrates that the three stages of development of the 

symbol of Rama, the old lev~l are always integrated with the new, an important 

features of Indian religious life; which exemplified the willingness to accept new 

elements and ability to integrate the new and old. The different symbols can function 

for different people at different level. 

Whailing emphasises the aspect of continuity in the Rama ideal. While he wurks 

our in great detail the elements ef contunity at religious and philosophic,, levels and 

shows one integrated with the other in the realm of ideas. he makes no attempt to view 

these ideas in relation to any ~r context. Thus the religious aspect has been studied 

in isolation without being sensitive to the cOntemporary surroundings. 

J.L. Brockington starts with the history of the text. He argues that the long 

time-span and the transmission factor of the epic makes it clear that it was composed 

against the oral background of hemic ballads. He does not rule out·.·~. ~the possibility 

that there was a kernel of historical and semi-historical truth around which the epic has 

developed. He explains that myth is the final stage in the development of a heroic saga. 

Through continuous transmissioQ the historicity and particularity of this heroic legend 

are transformed in the popular memory into a mythical and universal form. He studied 

the people, the court, the army, the stratified society as described in the different 

layers. He discusses the religious pattern and a shift towards righteousness. He 

maintains that the elevation of Rama's character. combined with his standing as a 

prince. makes it natural for him to be compared with gods. Thus. in the firq place. he 
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is regularly compared with Indra. Further, it goes beyond just comparison and Rama 

is directly linked with Indra and later as an incarnation of Vi~!!u. 

Brockington is aware of the existence of a larger social context in which the 

text has to be located.· But although· he systematises information on society and 

· economy as contained in the text with a good deal of precision, he nevertheless seem~ 

to be insensitive to the need for correlating this date wi!h the development of the ideal 

of Rama. 

Paula Richman's book is <i useful collection of pieces of literary analysis. of the 

regional versions of the text. The first section of the essays illustrates different 

depictions of the same episode in different versions, and dangers of domination of one 

story. In the second section highlights the refashioning, opposition and diversity of ~ 

Rruna's story. However, the essays seldom take into account the underlying historical 

process. The book is sensitive to the cultural context, but the essays taken together do 

not offer an explanations of why local requirements varied and to what extent these 

requirements were met by the regional versions. 

H.D. Sankalia helps us in situating the text in its geographical location. Romila 

Thapar propounds that the Vatmilh Riimiiym;a can be seen as largely mythical in some 

of its references, but mythology is based on certain assumptions and it is with these· that 

the historian is primarily concerned with. Why the exile and the kingdom-for the two 

themes appear to be main-pivots of the story representing two contrasting societies and 

two contrary images. She argues that these pivotal societies could have existed 

separately in the earlier tradition and were probably first put together in a single text 

to become a standard version of the RTunakatha. The juxtaposition between the stare 
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and the tribal chiefships and spread of Vaisnavism provided the perennial theme of the .. 
RiimiiytUJa to broaden its base. ll1e dominance of classical culture over the local culture 

was established though political control over the new areas. The Ramayat}a provided 

a good component for an integration of the new areas. 

Romila Thapar, thusJlocates the text in the backdrops of the changing process 

of sanskritsation and internalisation of culture. Her study helps us in understanding the 

religious as well as mythical aspects of the epic. But there is no discussion on the 
I 

possible relation between the development of Rama as an incarnation of V.i~IJU and ~:1e 

contemporary Brahminical age1ida. This work is to analyse the deification of Rama in 

-· 

the V~lm·tki Rainiiyal)a from historical point of view. 

It is difficult to date a text such as the RlunliyaJJa. Scholars have, however, tried 

to fix its date within fairly close limits.· Several eminent historians of Sanskrit 

literature such as Jacobi, Keith and Macdonell has suggested that the core of the 

RiimayalJa wru; composed before 500 B.C. Camil Bulke and J.Gonda date it to lhe 

fourth century B.C. 2 These are the earliest possible dates of the epic. 

H.D. Sankalia has argued opines that the uppermost limit of the Ramaya~za 

cannot be earlier than the beginning of the Iron Age as ayasa in the Ramiiyatw definitely 

reters to iron and not copper'. He therefore sugg~~sts that the text began to he codified during 

the period between 800 to 400 B.C. The maximum interpolation, he explains. seems 

to have taken place between the second century B.C. and third century A.D. when 

M.R.Yadi, The Ramc~rana : Its Origin and Grmvth, A Statistical Srudv. 
Bhandarkar 01iental research Institute. Poona, 1994, p. 54. 
H. D. ~an.kalia,Ramc~)imltJ\;(vth or Reality. People's Publishing House . jl)t) I 
(reprint)p.SJ. 
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descriptions of Lalika, Ayodhya, Ki~kindha, came to be entirely recomposed. For 

instance, the episode of finger ring that Hanuman presented to Sita was introduced at 

this time, for signet rings were unknown before the first century B.C. and was only 

introduced by the Indo-Greeks in the early part of first century B.C.4 

B. B. Lal has pointed out that the excavation at the Riimliyana sites have proved 
. . 

the absence of PGW found at the Mahabharata sites and therefore, if Rama was a 

historical figure living in Ayodhya, he was later in date than the period of the 

MaJWhharata heroes.5 H. D. Sankalia, who made a brief exploration of Ayodhya, had 

found PGW shreds there6
• Prof. B.D. Chattopadhyay however explains that the 

evidence of literary texts such as an epic and that of archaeology can perhaps meet 

only a certain points, for these texts represent different types of culture which cover 

a vast span of time. The epics were written over a number of centuries and the process 

presupposes a considerable degree of overlapping in time. He; therefore, suggests that 

it would be risky, if not. totally futile, to single out any particular archaeological 

cultural trait for correlation with the literary evidence of this kind. Perhaps it may be 

possible to undertake a total structural study of society in terms of both archaeology 

and I i terary tradition 7 • 

M. R. Yardi, on the basis of astronomical evidence, has argued that the 

ibid.,p.55 
B.B.Lal, "Archaeology and the Two Indian Epics". Annals of Bhandarakar 
Oriental Research Institute. Vol XXIV, 1974, p.7. 
H.D.Sankalia, op.cit.p.45. 
B.D.Chattopadhyay:'Indian Archaeology and the Epic Tradition~1 Pmiftatva. No.8, 
1975- 76, p. 70. 
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Ramayaf!a was composed before 400 B.C, and its final redaction seems to have been 

completed by the first century A.D. The earliest reference to the seven days a week 

and, therefore the planets, is made by Garga who flourished in the first century B.C. 

Thus the sarga 4 in the Ayodhyakiif!da must have been added by an author who could 

not have lived before the first century B.C. 8 

J.L Brockington suggests that the period of greatest interpolation was the fourth 

I 

century A.D. and it was only after the Gupta period that Rama was deified and 
I 

regarded as one of the avatliras of Visnu. The first available depiction of the Klimiiyana 
## • 

in sculpture has been found at Deogorh in the Dasavat:ara temple, dated in the fifth 

century A.D. Episodes from the ROniiiyana have also been depicted at Nacana (M.P.), 
' 

dated once again in the fifth century A.D. 9 A terracotta plaque, datable to the second 

century B.C. from Kausambi~ shows a plump short-statured man with bulging eyes and 

wrink.Ied face holding a woman in his arms. Both the hands of the woman are raised 

/ 

in alarm and some of her ornaments, have fallen on the ground. This depiction reminds 

one ofStta's abduction, but it can not be definitely traced to the Rlimlfym!a 10
• 

So far as the interpolations are concerned, Brockington has tried to identify four 

different layers (p.307-327)_ T:he orally transmitted phase, according to him, belongs 
I 

to the fifth to fourth centuries B.C., This first stage is that in which the heroic aspect 

of the story is most evident. the material culture and the social pattern are at their · 

Ill 

M.R.Yardi, op.cit.,pp.49-60, referring to V.R- 3.4.17-19 
Jayantika Kala, Epic Scenes in fi1dian Plastic Art. Abhinav Prakashan. New 
Delhi, 1980, p p. 17-19. and Joaana Williams, The Art of Gupta India· . l-Ieritage 
Publication. New Delhi, 1993. plates 115-170 
Jayantika Kala, op.cit., p.27 
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simplest, and the geographical horizons are most restricted. The king surrounded by 

-his court is the focus of the society and he is respected rather than revered as divine. 

His right to levy tribute or taxes is matched by his obligations to protect h~s subjects. 

Warfare was a prominent aspect of society at the stage, not only because of the material 

condition of the period but also due to the fact that audience at the royal court loved 

to listen to the heroic tales. The social organisation was relatively simple with little 

emphasis on ~he four var!Jas. There was no marked sign of inferiority for non-settled 

or tribal groups, and women enjoyed some degree of favour. The evidence of the 

religious norms prevailing in the first stage, though limited, is one of the strongest 

pointer to an early date. The pattern alluded to is markedly nearer the Vedic pattern 

than the Purlinic, as attested by the prominence of Indra. It contains most of the verses 

of the book 2 to 6. 

, The second stage is dated between the third century B.C. and the first century 

A.D. and it covers 34% of the critical edition of the text. With the second stage there 

is a certain shift of emphasis from the heroic to the- aesthetic, which in part accounts 

for the greater elaboration of the story visible at this stage. Caravans of merchants, 

staircases, water towers, personal ornaments such as ear-rings, necklaces, anklets etc. 

suggest a more developed social and economic pattern. Geographical awareness at this 

stage shows little extension from that of the first stage. The status of the king was now 

enhanced through claims of divine status and his role as a protector was still 

emphasised. Warfare was becoming more elaborate with the switch from chariots to 

elephants. Socially the most obvious change was in the position of womer1 with 

emphasis placed on a wife's subservience to her husband and on her chastity. The 



van.za system was beginning to surface and allusions are made to the distinctive role 

of the brahma!JOS who were supposed to study and conduct rituals. Greater prominence 

was given to Brahama, and heaven and hell were distinguished. The inclusion from this 

stage onwards of a divine chorus or audience as spectators at crucial points in the 

narrative is perhaps the first sign of the increasing religious significance with which the 

epic came to be invested, ultimately turning it into a Vai~IJaVa work. 

The third stage has been dated by Brockington to the first to third centuries 

-
A.D., when the books one and seven were composed. It constitutes nearly one fourth 

of the text. In this stage there occurs much greater emphasis on the four vaTl)Q model 

and correspondingly on the king's duty. to punish breaches of this religiously ordained 

social system. The position of women had declined further and they now at times 

appear simply as temptresses. At the same time the need for sons to continue the family 

and perform the memorial rites for the father has been stressed. A note worthy feature 

ofthis stage is the growth of urban centres, mostly in the Ganga basin. Both Taxila in 

the north-west and Pratisthana in the Deccan, which had great prominence in the first 

and second century A.D, have also been mentioned. In the description of warfare, 

realism was replaced by fantastic imagination and the employment of divine or magical 

I 
weapons became common. Visnu and Siva rose in status ::and challenged lndra and ... 
Brahama for supremacy among the gods. Nevertheless, Brahama has been described 

in greater detail with occasional reference to his four heads and his birth from a lotus. 

However, although Indra and Brahma were still important, it was already evident th&t 
, 

Visnu and Siva were the only contenders for the role of the supreme deity . . . 
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The fourth stage is dated between the 4th and 12th centuries A.D. which 

admitted some minor interpolations. Emphasis on religion increased further during this 

stage. But the greatest change can be observed on the social level, for the epic had by 

now largely moved away from its heroic origins and most additions were made either 

for aesthetic effect or for didactic and religious purposes. The social organisation was 

clearly based on the varna system and greater emphasis was placed on the elevation , 

of the brGhama'}llS and the degradation of the sudras and the outcastes. The wife now 

came to be seen merely as an adjunct of her husband. The increasing hold of astrology 

is very evident and it now included the Hellenistic system which became available from 

the middle of the second century A.D. 

M.R. Yardi has objected to Brockington's method of identifying distinct layers 

of the text. Yardi points out that "there is a subjective element in the cho;ce of the 

linguistic features. Secondly. no author can write continuously in a homogenous style 

and a method has to be found by which we can separate the chance variations in his 

style from those which are significantly different" 11
• However, it should be noted that 

Brockington has based .his study not only on the linguistic features but also on the 

variation in the socio-economic and political context of the text. 

M.R. Yardi divides the layers of the text in five stages. The first reduction was 

made by Suta and his son Sauti (fifth century B.C.), then by Hariv~al(ara (second 

century B.C.) and the Parvasangrahakara (first century B.C.) and the last was 

interpolated in the first Century A.D. He maintains that of the critical edition. which 

II M.R.Yardi, op.cit., pJV. 
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consists of 17868 slokas, only 8121 slokas belong to the original Ramliyana of Vatrriiki 
• 

and the rest were added by the above mentioned four stages. 12 

It is also important to identify the geographical location of the places mentioned 

ien the text for the purpose of historical study. Ayodhya was the capital of Kosala, 

which seems to have spread over a large part of the Indo-Gangetic doab. B.C. Law 

mentions that Ayodhya was a village duri~g the later Vedic period. 13 Brockington also 

observes that Ayodhya in days of Valmiki did not materially differ from a village. 14 

We, however, get fanciful descriptions of Ayodhya, Kiskindha and Lanka. These 

descriptions of the cities as well-developed urban centres may belong to the period 

associated with the NBP ware (500 B.C.- 100 A.D.). Brockington suggests that in the 

first stage the real limits of the Aryan settlements southwards was that of the Yamuna 

and the Ga~,_ga, with some vague knowledge of the country to the south as far as the 

Vindhyas. "At this period then both K~kindha and Lahka would have lain in the upland 

areas approximately between Jabalpur and the Chotanagpur plateau.·~ 15 He argues that 

it does seem clear that both Lanka and Godavari had become proper names, while the 

former simply meant an island or an isolated hill. 

H. D. Sankal ia has identified Lanka and Dal}dakaral}ya in the Chotanagpur 

plateau. In the Riimiiya'}-0-, the S~ila tree has been described as a weapon of war between 

the R~asas and the V5naras. 16 Sankalla refers to a botanical study which shows that 

12 

JJ 

I~ 

J' 

J() 

ibid, p.V. 
B.C. Law, Historical Geography of Ancient India, Paris. 1954, p.67. 
J.L. Brockingtion, Righteous Rama, Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1984, p.69. 
ibid., p.Jf9-J20. 
VR. - 4.11.47-49, 4. 12.3-4, 4.16.2 I. 
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the Sala tree grew in the Chotanagpur plateau alone and nowhere else. Thus Lailka has 

had to be sonn:where in the Chotanagpur Plateau 17
· 

The Socio-Economic and Political Milieu 

The· Ramayat}'l envisages a stratified society, with the royal court as its centre. 

The varna order seems to have been a later development, for instead of enumeration . . 

of the four val1JtlS, in many instances lists of different occupational groups occur. For 

example, in the Ayodhyakanda, brilhmanas. ksatriyas, soldiers, courtiers, heads of 
• ' • I 

guilds and other principal citizens were summoned to attend Bharata's sabhZi. 18 

Similarly, brahmanas, courtiers, generals, anci leading merchants assembled on the . 
occasion of the coronation of Rama. 19 "What is perhaps most striking about all such 

listing is the relative prominence of the leading merchants, a situation only paralleled 

in the early Buddhist texts and presumably reflecting a comparatively short-lived phase 

of society before the presence of orthodoxy reasserted themselves. Yet this feature is 

apparent only in such incidental listing and is nowhere reflected in the narrative of the 

Ramayana ". 20 . 

There is indeed a tendency to standardize the number and functions of the four 

val1}a5. When Bharata set out to meet Rama in the forest, members of the briihmana, . 
ksatriya, vaifya and sudra vamas are said to have got their horses, camels, asses and 
• • 

17 

]') 

211 

H.D. Sankalia, op.cit .. p.48. 
\ V. R. - 2. 7 5 . I I. 

V.R. - 2.13.1-2. 
J.L. Brockingtion, op.cit, p.I54. 
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elephants ready to go with him. 21 Rama enquired from Bhant,ta in the forest whether 

the brlihmanas, the "ksatriyas and the vai/yas were devoted to their own duties. 22 . ' 

Bharata told Rama that if he thought that the cause of morality was best served by 

suffering, then he would undertake the trouble of protecting the four Vaf"!las. 23 Finally) 

Narada articulated the ultimate brahmanical anxiety that with the decline of dharma 

in successive yugas the other varnas would usurp the privileges of briihmanas.24 . ' 

There is no explicit evidence of tension and conflict among the varnas in the 
"" 

R'Gmiiya!fG-. The va17}ll order was flexible enough to e:1able the lgatriya king Visvamitra 

to become a bfahmana. 25 There is however, a stray reference to the hostility of the 
~ -

btlihmanas towards the ksatriyas, as Para5urama challenged Da5aratha26
• But he was . ' 

humbled by Rima and no further allusion to- this hostility occurs in the text. 

The occupations of the four varnas have not been spelt out in one place, but 
• 

th/s ' can be gleaned from the references scattered throughout the text - the bra.hmanas 
. , 

were ·vedaparangas,21 and ydjnikas/8 their duty being study of the Vedas and 

performance of sacrifices. Bbarata, as he approached Ayodhya, considered that the 

briihma!las proficient in the Vedas and devoted to the performance ofsacrifices were 

the symbol of that city. 29 The hermitages in the Dandakaranya echoed with the sound . . . 

21 V.R. - 2. 76.39. 
22 V.R. - 2.94.35. 
23 V.R. - 2.98.57. 
2~ V.R. - 7.65, 8-26. 
25 V.R. - 1.52.5. 
26 V.R. - l. 73.5. 
27 V.R. - 1.23.5. 
::x V.R.- 1.12.5. 
29 V.R. - 2.65.16. 
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of Vedic recitations and the beginning of the rainy season was the time for the 

brlihmanas to chant samans. 30 

• 

"k.fatradharma or the function of the ~atriya was to protect others. The vaifyas 

were the leaders the guild of merchants and caravans. 31 They were also invited to att~nd 

the sabha which Va5i§!~a convened to discuss the question of succession after 

Da5aratha's death. There are a few instances of intermixing of the _var!)GS. Da£aratha · 

killed a young ascetic, born of a vaifya father by a [udra mother. 32 Rama killed the 

sudra ascetic Sambiika for he transgressed hiS VfU!Ullimitations which was considered 

inimical to the larger interests of the society. This episode presents a contrast to an 

~ 

earlier, more lib~ral attitude, when Rama accepted the offerings of ascetic Sabari. 

It is doubtful whether the four aJramas -had come into vogue. The only 

reference to the alrama system in the text occurs when Bharata persuading Rama to 

return to Ayodhya, argued that the householder's stage was the best of the four stages 

of life. 33 The term brahmacarya seems to have been used in the Ramayana in its I iteral .. 
sense of celibacy or continence, as Rama is said to have observed brahmacarya in 

exile. 34 There are also many references to ascetics. Inspite of these examples, it seems 

that the practices of the division of life into four asramas was yet to be firmly 

established. 
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Norms of family relationship plays a major part in the Ramiiyapa. Obedience 

to and respect for the parents was considered to be one of the cardinal virtues, the 

standard against which other loyalties were to be judged. Correspondingly the parent's 

affection for their children and concern for their welfare are attested by D~aratha's 

pleasure at Rima's proposed coronation and Kausalya's mourning at Rama's departure 

for forest. The relationship between the brothers was supposed to be one of warm 

affection and closeness, the only exception being Laksmana's anger against Bharata, 
I f' 

when .he believed that Bharata was usurping the throne· which rightfully belonged to . 

Rama. But he was pacified by Rama.35 Rama's selflessness in declaring that he would 

gladly_give away everything to Bharata, Bharata's refusal to assume the throne of 

Ayodhya, and ~Jn3!Ul'S devotion to Raina are examples of ideal brotherly affection. 

The status of women in society iS a measure of its cultural accqmplishment. In 

the R&niiya1f0-, women were free to move about in public and were not confined to the 

inner apartments of the household. Siti accompanied Rama to the forest and KaikeYi 

nursed Da!aratha in the battle-field.36 The presence of wives at some of the important 

public rituals or other ceremonial occasions is a common feature. 37 The king's 

antahpura (inner apartment) is often mentioned, but this seems to have been meant for 

their protection rather than for their seclusion. The appointment of female 

superintendent as well as the female door-keepers must have served the same purpose. 

Men were supposed to be courteous towards women and they could not be sentenced 
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to capital punishment. 

Rilma of course killed Ta~a, but the act is justified by the fact that she was a 

Riiksas[ and her presence was a thereat to the sages38
• There is no evidence in the 

• 

Ranuiyana that the widows were considered inauspicious. Women often lived in the , 

aframas. Anasuya, Sabarf, Vedavatl and Sita herself stayed in the asramas in different 

stages of their life. 39 However. we also fi~d in later stage the traditional mythological 

role of women as temptresses to distract ascetics in the story of ~§Ya£~nga, and 

Vi£vamitra. 

The prime role of the husband was that of the protector of his wife. It is 

mentioned in a passage.in the text that the responsibility of protecting women devolves 

first upon the husband, then on the son, then on the other relatives, and failing these, 

. on the king. 40 Siti proclaimed her confidence in Raina's ability to protect her in the 

forest. The dese- ription of mutual, affection. and companionship between· Rama and Sita 

in the forest suggest that the husband ~as supposed to be the wife's friend as well. Sita 

advised Rama to lead the life of an ascetic in the forest and asked him not to harm the 

R~asas without provocation.41 

However) this relationship of friendship and trust was reversed in the later stages 

and was replaced by his wife's absolute subservience to her husband. The 

insubordination of the wife was considered to be one of the major threat to the smooth 
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functioning of the society. The dominant position of the husband is attested by the use 

of such epithets for him as na.tha or pati.42 The husband 11as been described as the 

supreme deity of the wife.43 The women were being cast in their later mythological role 

I 
of being seducers who distracted the sages in meditation, such, as ~Jyas~n~a or 

Visvamitra. 44 

Polygamy was a norm specially among the kings, but adultery was severely 

condemned.45 Ahalya had to suffer for ages for her supposed adultery and Rama 

punished Valffor his union with Ruma. 46 A polygamy royal household could become 

a place of tension and intrigue. Ri1112 's exile was the 011tcome ·of one such intrigue. 

In contrast, Rima took. only one wife and in the Uttaralc0Jt4a it is stated that Rama Qid 

not marry even after Sita was consigned to the asrama of Valmiki. Instead even he 

made a golden statue of S1ti to fulfil the obligation of performing the Aivamedha 

sacrifi~· 

A great emphasis came to be placed on the chastity of the wife. Rama declared, 

"l find the very thought of Sita being touched by another person abhorrent" .47 Sita, 

oonforming to this expectation, told Hanuman that she would not touch a Riiksasa even 
• 

with her left foot. 48 She declared that she would not voluntarily touch another male. 49 
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When public opinion questioned the chastity of Sita, she first had to undergo a 

fire-ordeal and was then banished to Vahiiik:i's alrama .. This extreme emphasis placed 

on the chastity and fidelity of women resulted in the seclusion of women, and the inner 

apartments, now came to be guarded by the eunuchs. 50 

There are very few references to the economic life in the Riimirya~. In the 

Ayodhyakap9a, a number of occupations have been mentioned. These include 

bhumiprade[gyah, sutrakarmavifaradah (skilled in designing buildings}, khanaka 

(experts in dagging}, yant;akmidah (experts in mechanics}, sthapatayah (architects), 

craftsmen, spies, jewellers, potters, weavers, ar~,goldsmiths, doctors, perfumers, 

washermen, tailors, actors, fishermen. etc. 51 They all accompanied Bharata when he 

went to visit Rama in the fores~. 

References to cattle :are only half as either horses or elephants, suggesting the 

martial interest of the epic. It indicates that either the practice of agriculture was little 

developed during this period or the interest of the poet and the audience did not lie in 

that direction. The latter assumption seems to be correct, since by the first centuries 

of the Christian era the Gangi valley was undoubtedly under habitation, as attested by 

the location of oa£aratha's capital at Ayodhya. This would have necessitated advanced 

agricultural techniques, but it is mentioned that the population was not dependent on 

I 

rain. 52 However, regular rainfall could only be ensured by maintaining proper order 

in society, for it is mentioned that it does not rain in a kingless state. 53 The only 
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variety of grain mentioned in the early parts of the text is rice (nivlira, sali). 

References to other kinds of grain that occur in the stages are wheat (goahiima), barley 

(yava), millet (syamaka). 54 

Dairy products are mentioned throughout the text. Birds, fish, honey, roots, 

fruits, fresh and dried meat and forest products were important food items.·55 The 

Riiksasas ate deer, buffalo, bear, peacock, fowl, rhinoceros and goat. 56 Nevertheless, 
• 

one can deteC't a steady decline in the use of meat and in the later passages meat eating 

has been condemned. Brockington, however, argues t-hat vegetarianism was prescribed 
' . 

only for the ascetics in the forest, and even then it wa5 more an expression of their 

rejection of society and organised labour than of respect for animal life~ 57 

Ki~kindha and Lahk~ were just as affluent and urban as Ayodhya. Ki~kindha 

was crowded with mansions and palaces and was adorned with all sorts of flourishing 

trees's. 58 La'itk:a was designed by: Visvakarma, the g~ own architect. It had a moat 

filled with lotuses and hundreds of watch towers and its buildings had pillars, pitched 

roof, staircases leading to the upper storeys and daises and lattice work in precious· 

stones or gold. 59 
· 

53 

54 

55 

51 

sx 

These descriptions contradict the general impression that the dwellers of 
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Ki~kindha and Lailka were none but uncivilised monkeys and demons. Brockington 

points by that the com-monest term for the inhabitants of Ki~kindhi is Vaiiara, derived 

from vana (forest). Ar.-eording to him, it simply denotes inhabitants of the forest which, 

is quite compatible with their being a forest tribe. 60 In the text th~y behave like wise 

and cultured people. The degree to which they were brahmanised can be inferred form 

the ceremony of the installation of Sugriva as the king of Ki~kindha. The ceremony 

even included gifts to the brahmai]as.61 The ambivalent attitude of the epic toward the 

Vanaras cou1d be due to the poet's unfamiliarity with the tribal customs and their ways 

of life. 

The RQ/gasas as portrayed in the RillriiiylJ!Ul were essentially human, with some 

exceptions. They have been frequently describes as kiimrupinah, a trait which they 

shared with the Vanaras and by which they could assume any form. They have also 

"' been described as cannibals. Siirpanakha, when repulsed by Rama and Laksmana, 
. . . . . 

threatened to devour Sit.a. Their is, however, clear evidence that the Riilqasas belonged 

to an advanced culture. There are references to the Kiiksasas adopting·VBdic customs 
. . 

and rituals under the il)fluence of the sages in Janas thana. 62 This may indicate that the 

~ did not resist the brahmanical culture, but opposed brahamanical penetration 

into their own territory. Most of the conflicts between the humans and the Rak~asas, 

mentioned in the Riimiiyana, occur in the latter's territory. Thus, the essential . 
difference between the Vanaras and the Rliksasas, seems to be that the former were . 
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friendly to Rama with the latter were hostile to him. 
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The king and his court were the focal points of the society. Indeed, the 

' centrality of the ruler for the maintenance of an orderly society is well illustrated by 

the two descriptions of an ideal society with which the epic begins and ends. 

Conversely. the evils of a kingless state have been delineated in great detail63
• During 

the righteous rule of Rlima, there' were no untimely deaths, people were happy dutiful 

and blessed with sons, trees bore fruits and it rained in time. The king was to be 

honoured and respected in all circumstances, for he partook of the nature of five 

gods.64 Thus. the king was the representative of the gods on earth, and therefore, the 

text says, he should never be criticised. 65 The king, on the other hand. had the 

obligation to protect his subjects which gave him the right to levy taxes (ball). This was 

the basis of the appeal made to Rama by the sages in the Dandaka forest for their 

~!>< 
I ~' protection against the Raksasas. 66 

. .. 
\~~l - '* 0.~ 

The Social Crisis of the Kaii Age and the Brahmanical Remedy : ·Th~~ 

need of An Avatiira 

To analyse the actions of human agency it is important to have an insight in(o 

the contemporary society and the popular perception of its governing norms. At one 

level, the concept of the four yugas provide us with a framework to understand the 

nature of the ideal society that brahmanism was attempting to construct through the 
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composition of such texts as the Ramayaf}a and the reasons behind this process. 

One of the earliest reference to this concept occurs in the Ma.Jiabhlirata. 

According to this theory, four yugas the Krta. Tretti, Dvapara and Kali - through the 
. .. 

righteousness gradually decreases and is replaced by evil, till during the Kali age on·ly 

one quarter of dharma remains and adharma occupies three quqrter of the social 

spaceY Manu however, points out that the yugas are not inviable units of time. It is 

the king who, by his conduct, can introduce the characteristics of one yuga into 

another. 68 A great emphasis was therefore placed on the nature of the age <<nd the 

quality of kingship. 

B.N.S. Yadav has summarised the characteristics of the Kali age. These are 

occurrence of foreign invasion such as by the Yavanas, Sakas, Hunas, etc., natural 

calamities such as famine and flood, decline in economic conditions, disruption in the 

caturavarna system characterised by the rise of the ludras and the degradation of the 
• 

vaiSyas, the older ruling aristocracy and the priestly elite. These result in heightened 

social conflict and greater exploitation of the peasantry by means of oppressive taxes 

and forced labour by the newly emerging ruling classes. The impact of these 

disturbances can be witnessed in the rise of heretical religions, the general decline of 

traditional moral standard and religious values69
• Available sources indicate that the 

above mentioned features of the Kali age was perceived to have obtained by the third 

67 P.V.Kane, History of.f]Jzarmasastras, Vol.III, Bhandarkar Oriental Research 
Institute, Poona, 1941, p.892 
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century B.C. The frrst clear inscriptional reference to the that social crisis conforms to 

the description of the Kali age occurs in the Satvahana inscriptions of the second 

century A.D. where Gautamlputra Satkarni has been credited with putting an end to the 

confusion created by the disruption of the varua order. 70 Thus, the composition of the 

Ramayarza falls within this period of social crisis. The Dharmasiitras of Apastamba, 

Gautama, Baudhayana and Vasi~(600 B.C.- 400 B.C.), the Manusinpi (200B.C. -

200A.D.) and the Visnu smrti (100 A.D. - 400 A.D.) helps us to form a broad idea . . -
of the contemporary social crisis and the manner in which brahamanism helped to 

combact it. 

To begin with the word dharma is derived from the root dhr, ·meaning to ., 

uphold, to support, to nourish. At the request of the sages Manu imparted the dharma 

of all the varvczs71
• Dharma is a difficult terms to define. Depending on the context, 

it variously means ordinance, usage, duty, right, justice, morality, virtue and religion. 

Dharma is also personified as a deity.72· Manu furtl-1er explains that dharma is a way 

oflife practised by the learned who lead a moral life, who are free from hatred, and 

who act in accordance with their conscience73 • According to Kamandaka, dharma is 

that which is practised by the Aryans (respectable people) who are conversant with the 

Vedic tradition, and adharma is what such people censure74 
• The Gautama 

DharmasUtra says that the Veda is source of dharma, tradition and practice. There are 
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five different sources of dharma according to Manu. These are vamadharma , 
~ 

asramadhrama, vamii.Sramdharma, naimitikadharma (such as praya5citta) etc.) 
' . 

gunadharma (The duty of king1etc)75
• 

# 

It is important to ask whether the theory of the four vamas with their peculiar 
I 

privileges and duties described in the Dharmasi.dras and the SmJ1is was merely an ideal 

at the time of the composition of these texts, or they were already in practice. 

P. V .Kane has argued that the manner in which these text refer to the privileges and the 

disabilities of the four varnns ring so true that one is tempted to believe that they , 

represented the real division of society, at least to a very large extent. 76 However, one 

may also wonder, if this was the acutal state of affairs in the society, what was the need 

for such strong and rer)eated emphasis on the necessity of maintaining the varna order? 
• 

There is enough historical evidence to suggest that the ideal fell short of practice. Let 

us have a brief look at what this duties and responsibilities of the different var!}as were 

for we are concerned with the ideals that the K'amiiya!Ja was attempting to establish. 

Manu declared that "for priest, He, (god) ordained teaching and learning, · 

sacrificing for themselves and for. - . othersM"and receiving. Protecting his subjects, 

performing sacrifices, studying and remaining unattached to sensory objects are the 

duties of a ruler. Protecting his livestock, giving, performing sacrifices, studying, 

trading, lending money and farming the land are the duties of a commoner. The lord 

assigned only one action to a ludra, i.e. serving the others without resentment" .77 
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The higher the varna of a person, the lesser was the punishment for him for , 

any kind of crime. A.pastambcl declared that~ sudra who assumes a position equal to 

that of the first three vamas. iH conversation, on the road, on a couch, or in sitting, . 
shall be flogged" 78

• If a sudra views the Vedas, his body should be split into parts. A 

sudra who intentionally reviles a brohamana or criminally assaults him with blows, .. 

should be deprived of his limbs. If he deliberately listens to the recitation of the Vedas, 
; 

his ears shall be filled with molten tin"79
• For, wilfully using abusive language towards 

a member of three upper vamas, a sudra will have his tongue cut off. A ksatriya shall .. , .• .. 
. 

be fined one hundred karsapanas if he abuses a briihmana, and a vaifya who assaults . . . . .,. 

a briihmana shall pay one and a half time as much as a ksatriya. But a briihmana _who .. . . . . , 

abuses a Tqatriya shall pay fifty kar~lipafJllS, one half of that amount_ if he abuses a 

vai$ya and if he abuses a /udm, nothing"80
• 

The attitude of the authors of the Dharmasutras towards the criminals was 

guided by the consideration of their varna status. Among the higher castes, the 
• 

briihrna.TJGS naturally enjoyed the greatest privileges. Gautama categorically prohibited 

the infliction of corporal punishment on the briihma'}OS. What ever be the crime 

committed by them, they were totally immune to death-penalty. 81 However, for 

offences of certain kinds, the punishment was heavier for the members of the higher 

varnas than those of the lower varnas. Theft was one such offence. For theft in . . 
general, a sudra was to restore the stolen property eightfold to die owner. It was 
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sixteen fold, thirty-two fold and sixty-four fold for the thieves of the members of the 

vaifya, ksatriya, and briihmana varnas respectively. 82 Even in this, brahmanism did not . . , 

show any leniency to the {udras, for the assumption was, .being a sUdra, he would be 

naturally prone to such low offences. 

We have already mentioned that family relations were central to the plot of the 

Riimiiya'la, and the authors of the didactic text have devoted a good deal of their 

attention to the ideal norms of relationship that must prevail within the family. Manu, 

in describing the obligations of. householders, stated that the husband and the wife 

should remain true to each other till death83
• The deities delight in places where women 

-
are revered. 84

· A householder· should feed a priest as a means of pleasing the ancestors 

. during the performance of the five great sacrifices. And he should play an important 

role in maintaining the va1"1}Q system in its pure form85
• 

Gautama laid down that the guests of the varnas other than those of the .. 
brahmana and the ksatriya should be entertained merely out of human consideration, 

• • 

because they, not being atithis in the proper sense of the term, are not legitimately 

entitled to the honour deserved by the guest of the two upper varl}as. 86 Charity, 

however, must be within one·s means and should never be indiscriminate. Apastamba 

expressly forbade one to make gifts to anybody who begs for the enjoyment of sensual 
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pleasures. 87 Gautama, similarly stated that one must not give anything that may be 

utilised for immoral purposes. 88 Among the persons deserving gifts from a 

householder, the most worthy are the students begging for their guru. People 

preforming sacrifices or getting medicine for the diseased, the destitutes and tht! 
' -

travellers. There seems to have been an apparent uncertainty about the proper position 

of women in society. On the one hand, she has been regarded as pure, while on the 

other, she has been denied independence-at all stages of her life. She is supposed to 

remain under the guardianship ~f her fath~r in her infancy, of her husband in her youth 

and of her ·son in her old age. Her dependence was so complete that Gautama declared 

that a women can neither perform a yajila or a vr-ata, nor can she undertake fasts on 

her own. 89 Her only· duty was to serve h~r husband with utmost loyalty. At the same 

time, Baudhayana stated that the wife was more precious than wealth, and as s~ch, 

deserved careful protection. A man was debarred from forsaking his wife at his will. 

Apastamba prescribed a six-month long penance for unjustly forsaking one's wife. 

Similarly, the wife was forbidden to desert her husband without sufficient reason. 90 

However, although some of these norms may appear to accord respect to women, it is 

evident that women were already turned into a commodity. That is why husbands have 

been advised to guard the wife like precious wealth. Also the emphasis on her chastity 

was to ensure that the male issue inherits the father's property and continue the 

patriarchal I ineage. 
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Speaking about the king, Manu explained that the God created the king with 

essential- parts taken from Indra, Yama, Agni, Varu~a and Kubera. Therefore he 

surpasses all beings by his majesty91
• Qautama and Apastamba asserted that a king and 

a spiritual teacher must not be reviled92 
• The Nirad Smrti declared that it is Indra 

. ~ 

himself who moves about on earth in the form of the king, and even if he is devoid 

of qualities, he deserves honour from his subjects, for he performs the functions of the 

five deities. 93 

This divine status does not nec_essarily place the king above all questions. He 

has been asked to remain dependent on the brnhm~ for ever and his authority is said 

to extend over all except the braham~~asy4 • The king who treats his subjects harshly 

looses his life, his family and·his kingdom93
• Moreover, the principle of danda if 

,. . .. 
properly wielded, conduces to the advancement of the three purusarthas but if a mean 

and unjust king yields it, it recoils on him and destroys him together with his 

relations95
• Protection of the vamadhanna is his highest duty96

• The brlihamanas have ' . 
been invested with the authority to destrqy an oppressive "!atriya king97

• Gautama laid 

down that the justice should be administered in accordance with the Veda. The king has 

been advised to come to a decision regarding matters concerning a particular va'!la 

after consulting the members of that varna. A parifad of brahma~as was to advice the 
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king and help him in complex legal issues. 98 

The socio-economic, political and religious norms as discussed in the didactic 

texts suggest that brahmanism perceived threats to its social order and attempted to 

remedy them by setting up ideals which were to be followed and enforced. 

So far as the society of Ayodhya is concerned it does not appear as if it was 

facing any crisis. How could adversity befall a kingdom that was ruled by so righteous 

a king as Rama, who upheld all at the ethical norms and social values prescribed by 

brahmanism. The responsibility of Rama, however, was not merely to maintain peace· 

and dharma in KoSala, b1;1t to extend the brahmanical norms on other societies as well. 

The norms of society of the Winaras and the Riilqasas differed from the ideals that 

Rima stood for. The Vantiras, escaped the wrath of Rama, for they befrie~ded him. 

But the Riiksasas challenged the incursion of brahmanism and had to be subordinated . . 
The major conflict in the Rt'i1niija1f!2IS not symptomatic of the typical crisis of the Kali 

age, but of a conflict between two contrasting social values. Rama succeeded in 

upholding and establishing the brahmanical ideal by his personal examples, as we have 

already seen in our discussion on the ,socio-political context and the four layers of the 

Ramiiyana. He emboikd dharma which in this context meant, above all things, 
• A 

righteousness. It is this personification of the ideal which eventually led to his 

deification and his elevation into the status of an avatara in the later stages. His 

deification ensured that he served the purpose of being the model to be followed by all. 

How exactly did Rama match up to the ideal is what we are going to discuss- in the 

subsequent chapters. 

98 G.D. - 2.11.33 
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2. Rima : The Man 

' 

" Be pleased to hear of the man endow~d with the manifold and rare virtues that hav~ 

been catalogued by you ". (V.l,t. -1.1. 7).1 . 

Vllniiki's Rima was essentially a human being with the usual human limitations. 
I 

He overcame his limitations by pradis~g dharma. Vahiiiki began with the quest for a 

man who would answer his catalogue ofhigh moral virtues. These included, " a man who 
I • 

is mightY and yet knows both what is right and how to act upon it? Who always speaks 

the truth and holds 1innly to his vows? Who exemplifies proper conduct and is beneficent 

to all creatures? Who is leamecl,.~able and a pleasure1o'behold? Who is self controlled, 

having subdued his anger ? Wko is both judicious and free ~'from envy? Who, when his 

finy aroused in battle, is feared even by gods" 1• Narada said, "even among the gods I do 

not find one endowed with all these virtues?"2
• However Niirada knew of a person who 

had them all; his name was Rama.3 "All men might know of him for he is self controlled, 

mighty, radiant, steadfast and masterful He is wise, grounded in proper conduct, eloquent 

and majestic, he annihilates his aremies. He knows the ways of righteousness and is always 

true to his words. The welfare of his subjects is his concern. He is the protector of all 

living things. He is versed in the essence of the Vedas and their subsidiary sciences, he is 

equally expert in science of arms"·4 

VR. 1.1.25 
VR. I. I. 7 
V.R. 1.1.8 

VR. 1.1.9.13 
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So the hero of the epic RamiiyaiJll was not a god, but a man, for only a human being can 

become a suitable role model for other human beings. Sukumari Bhattachiuji argues that 

"the RiimayaJla performs this task by creating a set of convincing characters placing 

them in complex critical situations and by presenting moral act together with their causes 

and effects."5 The text records many incidents in which Rima's human qualities come to 

the fore. It is very human to be elated at the prospect of advancement of career and 

become downcast at times of distress. Rima was happy while informing s-rtathat he was 

·to be anointed as a king. When he was summoned by Da~ratha and Kaike-yi: he thought 

that his father and the queen were planning some pleasant surprise for him. But as he 

came to know about the sudden reversal of his fortune, he feh like a horse lashed with a 

whip6
• He left the king's palace with downcast eyes and had to make a special effort to 

bear the sorrow within his heart and keep his senses under his controf. He narrated to Sit a 

how KaikeYfhad compelled the king-to change his mind as a resuh of which Bharata was 

to be installed as the king and he was to go into exile for fourteen years. 

Kama blamed his destiny for this misfortune and indeed bore his disappointment 

with fortitude. He said to Laksmana, "it is my destiny which takes me to the forest. 
" ... 

Otherwise, how can I explain why Kaike)ii who had so far made no distinction between 

Bharata and myself: became so cruel as to cause me misery? Destiny is the source of 

inexplicable causes which bring about happiness and misery, fear and anger, profit and 

Suk:umari Bhattachatji, ' Validity of the Ramayana Values' in V. Ragh"an 
( ed. ), The Ramayana Tradition in Asia, Sahitya Academy, New Delhi, 
1989 (reprint) tJ-77. 
V.R. 2. 16.44 

VR. 2.16.60 
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loss, birth and deliverance. I am not at all sore about the loss ofkingdom, for, who knows 

this destiny may have in store a glorious future for me. Desist therefore from blaming your 

younger mother and take quick steps to stop the installation arrangement"8
. But this is 

a normal human tendency to blame an unknown agency for one's misfortunes and try to 

keep one's hopes alive. 

Rama killed Tataka by violating the rule that the punishment of a female offender 

should stop short of killing. It is however. mentioned in the text that originally Rama's 

intention was to immobilise her by cutting her hands. But at the l:lld he had to slay her, 

as he found that she was still capable of great mischief'9• The text naturally justifie~ all 

the action ofRama, but this ism instance of clear violation of accepted norms of conduct. 

Similarly, Rima killed Viii by concealing ~lfbehind a tree. He, thus, broke 

the elementary convention .of warfare. Vali questioned his action, "what possible merit 

have you gained by killing me when I was not looking at you? " He ridiculed Rama, "(You 

are) well born, virtuous, powerful, compassionate and energetic/' (You have) observed 

vows, know pity, is devoted to the welfare of people, know when to act, and (are) firm 

in (your) vows. That is how everyone spreads your good reputation throughout the 

II 

world10
. V1tli questioned the very foundation ofRama's popularity and his righteousness 

by pointing out that he had unethically killed vaii who had committed no offence against 

him. 

'J 

lfl 
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Raina justified his action. He argued that he as the deputy ofBharata has punished 

Vali for taking his younger brother's wife. u The earth with its mountains and woods 

belong to the Iksvakus as does the right of ptmishment and rewarding its beasts, birds and 
. • ' r 

men. He is a king who knows the proper place and time for action". Moreover, 

"righteousness is subtle and extremely difficult to understand even for the good people. 

You ac-ted according to your desires, 0 monkey/and in violating your brother's wife, you 

departed from righteousness. That is why this punishment was administered to you 11
• 

Riima struck him down regardless, because after all he was a monkey12
• -Rima finally 

succeeded in convincing V!li Vali accepted his argument and said," please do not find 

fault with me even for the unseemly, displeasing words. I spoke before by mistake, 0 

Raghava ! for you understand worldly interest and know the truth, and you are devoted 

to the wellbeing of the people. Your immutable judgement about determining crime and 

pw1ishment is correct". 13
• 

It should be noted , however, that in the description of Rima's journey from 

Ayodhya, the boundary ofKoslla ended at S.rngaverpura, i.e., at.the river Gaflga and so 

it did not extend to Kiskindha. Therefore, Rima had no legal jurisdiction on the territory 
• 

to which Viili belonged. Thus he not only acted unethically, but also as an aggressor. 

Moreover, Rama addressed V1li meryly as a monkey who could not understand the sub 

tleties· of righteousness. It is difficult to see how one could mistake Yali for an ape after 

his intelligent articulation of a serious argument. Yali was the king of Ki.skindha-; a 

II 

JJ 
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Kingdom no less prosperous than Ayodhyi. By enforcing the rules of Ayodhyi," Rima 

made it clear that he was a roving amb~ssador ofKosala and was all set to force others 

to follow his concept of righteousness; if necessary even by force. He considered Vali's 

action ofkeeping his brother's wife an immoral act. But when the same act was re:.ipeQted. 

by his friend Sugiiva who took Vali's widow, he ignored it because it suited his purpose. 

Rimas poignant grief at the loss of Sita-: his beloved wife led him to lose his 

composure. He reproached Laksmana for leaving her alone despite his instructions14
. He 

# .. 

had a firint hope that she could have gone to pick flowers or fruits, or to the river to fetch 

water. In a state of frenzy he thought that he had seen her and complained to her, "very 

fond of flowers, you are hiding behind the boughs of the AJoka tree, augmenting my 

grief all the more, o 9ueen. Both your thighs, even though Screened by the plantain tree, 

resembling as they do the stem of a plantain tree, you are no longer able to hide them from · 

my view. 0 Fair one! have you no pity on me? You are not the one to play pranks. Then 

how could you be so indifferent to me" 15
• He wailed like an ordinary human being and 

asked the animate and inanimate objects 'around him to obtain information about her16
• 

He resolved to upset the whole world if the gods did not restore Sltato him17
. 

These actions of Rima may either appear normal or questionable to our 

sensibilities. But his action can be properly understood only against the contemporary 

ideas of good and evil. Here what is crucially important is, what was meant by the term 

I~ 

15 

17 
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dharma. ·Dharma. WendyO'Fhderty says, is the principle of order which must be obeyed 

regardless of what that order actually is18
., It should be remembered that brahmanism 

considered the period when the Ramayana was composed as one of transition, marked . . 

by insecurity, widespread lawlessness, intermixture of vamas and sharp social conflict. In 
• 

such a period, ideals strengthen the purpose of establishing social stability. The concept 

of dharma included these ideals. 

Dharma has been variously defined in the Vedic literature as religious ordinance, 19 

principles of conduct, 20 truth.21 duties particular to each stage of life· 22 In the Ramayap.a 

it stands for a set of ethical not:'lm recomi n~ded by brahmanism, _ Ratna underwent endless 

suffering to fulfil what he conceived to be his highest dharma . In the discussion of 

~'there is no concept ofthe rights of the humatrbeingsin the entire .0haramaliistra 

literature. When law givers wanted to discuss the rights of a particular social group, they 

would discuss these as duties of another social group towards the previous group. Thus 

the rights of the people were atten~ed to not as rights but as duties. For example the rights 

. . 
of the husband were guaranteed by emphasising the duties of the wife, and those of the 

wife were assured by insisting on the duties of the husband. 23 It was the responsibility of 

the king to ensure that these duties were performed properly. 

18 

19 

211 

21 

22 

We ndy Do~er 0' Fla.::llerty, The Origin of£vil in Hindj,I.Mythology, 
Motilal Banarasi:das, Delhi, 1976.p.94 
Ifrg Veda 1.21.18 
f9g Veda 4.53.3 
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fJhandagya Upnishad 2.23.1 
Sara] lliingran, Aspect of Hindu M.or ality, Motilal 8anarasidas, Delhi, 
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Sukumari Bhattachatji explains that the reason for the popularity of the ideal 

characters in the Riirulyana is that the characters look true to life, because there is nothing .. 
which is totally good or totally evil. Even the three id~al characters Rima, Sita and 

Laksmana behave questionably at times2
: ·, She elaborates that temptation is a situation of · 

" .. ' - . 

crisis and all the major characters face real temi>tations at one point or another. It is 

through their response to them that they become or remain good or bad. "Transgression 

of the accepted code of ethics is portrayed as, sinful, but as in all major literary products, 

in the Riimiiya'}O too what constitutes its essence is its attempt at revaluation of the 

accepted values. This is achieved by placing the characters in critical situations and letting 

them dehoerate, act and suffer consequences". 25 

Bhattachatji further argues that these critical situations 'are of two kinds. The first 

was of the kind which deflected the characters from the path of virtue, ie., from the broad 

humanistic values for the sake of selfish, personal gains. But there was also other situation 

where a character faced a conflict arising from two sets of contradictory values both 

accepted traditionally and both apparently equally valid. But the situation demanded that 

he chose one. Such situations, according to her, test the real moral fibre and only the great 

i.e. the significant characters pass the test"26
. 

Different social groups had their special dharmas, but neither an individual nor a 

group was looked upon as having acted in pursuance of dharma, if actual practice 

25 
Sukumari Bhattachaiji, op. cit, p. 77 
ibid p.77 
ibid, p. 78 
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resulted in clash, oppression and misery and obstructed the cause ofhrabmanism. Rivana, 
• 

for example, had all the advantages of a brabamanical descent. In due course he himsel( 

his son, and Kumbhakall!a underwent the hardest austerities for obtaining divine favour 

and they received it. Yet, they employed their enhanced power for the oppression of the 

virtuous. The extraordinary process which divine grace conferred on the demons was 

therefore made to serve wicked ends and not to further the cau.se of dharma. Kaikeyi; on 

the other hand was not an evil character to begin with. Her first reaction of joy at the 

news ofRama's coronation shows this.27 Then came the temptation and she fell a prey to 

1\1 anthari's appeal to her mother-love28
• Such episodes underline the need for 

discrimination, judgement and oourage to oppose the apparent reason of self interest for 

the higher reason oftruth andjustice. 29 

However, it is one thing to attempt to fulfil one's dharma and quite another to 

define it in such a manner as to cover all contingencies. Conflicts therefore inevitably 

arise. Brockington suggests that whether it is the result of exigencies of the original plot 

or of the changes in attitudes which took place in society during the long period of 

composition of the epic, it is these conflicts which give life to the characters and prevent 

--
them from appearing as mere puppets30

• At the time ofRama's coronation, Dalarat~was 

faced with a choice; i.e., keeping a promise to his queen, thus denying justice to his first 

son or acting justly but declaring that the promise itself was evil. Dasarat~did not want 

to part with his favourite son nor did he want to deprive the people of the best available 

27 

2X 
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ruler. Da~ra~suffered, but Rima stood firm in his obedience to his father and dharma 

took its own course. Rama's banishment of Sita to allay the suspicion of his subjects 

regarding her virtue appears foreign to the spirit of the earlier part of the story. 

Brockingtion argues that this was as a part of the process ofbrahamanisation ofthe text 

at the third stage. Here too a monarch subordinated his personal happiness and thus 

inflicted a cruel injustice on an individual31
• Rama is the ideal man because he usually 

chose the path of suffering as he believed that in a situation of moral crisis, that was the 

correct way of living accord!ng to dharma . 

He was an ideal son. Although after Kaike)is demand for Rima's banishment and 

Da~ratW$ failure to uphold Raina's claim to the throne there really was not much. of a 

choice, but what rendered Raina as the ideal in this episode was his attitu~e. He said that 

he would have gladly given away all that belonged to him-to Bharata without his asking32
• 

Since by his exile, Da~tfu:would be released of a vow, he immediately offered to go to 

the forest. This unhesitating acceptance of what was evidently unjust brings all the more 

into relief his commitment to dharma, for was prepared to ascend the throne and 

participated int the festivity. But without any apparent regret he left everything and 

accepted the life of an ascetic. He in fact advised Bharata that as a son, it was Bharat:s 

bounden duty to keep his father's promise to his mother by accepting the throne33
. The 

grieved subjects who had accompanied Bharata rejoiced at the extraordinary resolve of 

Rama. They were unhappy because Rima had declined to return to Ayodhya, but they 

31 
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also appreciated his firm determination to keep his promise34
• He had forgiven even 

Kaikeyf and respected her as his own mother when she went along with Bhara~to the 

forest. He persuaded Kausalya to perform her primary duty towards her husband rather 

than to follow him into the forest. He was thus, a good son to all his parents. 

Laksmana, Kausaly(, Sihfand later Bharat:otried to persuade him that his insistence on . . 
acting in accOrdance with~ on this occasion was wrong. Lak§IIlal!a argued that the 

exile ofRama was against /c:tillriyadharrnd5
• Bharat.wanted Rima to return to Ayodhya 

for the sake of rajadharma, for the earthis sake36
• When Jab ali, a wise sage reminded 

Rima-of k!i!tradharma, and asked him to ignore Da~athlts promise to KaikeYi, Raina 

got angry. He argued, dharma is the highest truth in the world, and the root ofheaven , 

\.t .. ,, 

I renounce ~atriyadharma for it is adharma posing as dharma. Rima still refused on the 

grounds of satya dharma. He considered that as an\ideal son, his primary duty was to 
. I 

ensure that his father does not deviate from the path 
1 
of dharma for his sake. 

He at the same time practised ~atriyadharma by killing the Raica~sas in the forest. 

Sita asked him to live the quiet life of an ascetic and practise Ksatriyadharma after . 
Yerurning to Ayodhya37

• Rama reasoned that the ascetics regard him as their king and that 

rajadharma and Jqatriyadharma require that he protects them. 38 Kama, thus interpreted 

dharma in terms of the demand of every situation. His interpretation always involved his 

3~ 
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own suffering and the benefit of others and the society at large. 

Similarly he placed rGjadharma above his personal feelings. It is best illustrated by 

his attitude towards Sita: He declared that he had undertaken to rescue Siti only inorder 

to vindicate his own and his family's honour and not for her sake. Although he himself 

was convinced of Sit!'s chastity, he refused to accept her until her virtue was publicly 

established beyond doubt through the fire-ordeal39
. This is what the br3lnnaJ?ical 

conception of rii}adharma demanded. Brockington is ofthe opinion that this episode 

was a late substitution for an original straightforward happy ending because till then 

Rima's love for S"rta was always portrayed in glowing terms. 40 

Rima was an ideal brother. He was happy to leave=the-Kingdom for Bhara~ .He told 

Kaike}1: "I would give even S"'"rta my kingdom, all my wealth and even my life to Bharata 
I . 

without prompting from any boctY~41 .fuch selfless-love for the brother also engendered in 

Bharata a great adoration for Rima and he addressed him as Rima, the righteous, 

devoted to truth. He upbraided his mother for being the cause of Rima's exile and his 

father's death42
: Bharata refused to ascend the throne and tried to persuade Raffia to 

return to Ayodhya. Rama embraced him and said," 0 destroyed of foes, I do:_ not find 

even the smallest fault in you, nor should you blame your mother out of childishness. The 

mother is entitled to as much respect as the father. I have been told by both of them to 

reside in forest for fourteen years. The king has allotted the kingdom of Ayodhya to you 

.W V.R. 6.1 02.104 
J.L.Brockington, op.cit, p.224. 
V.R. 2.16.33 
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and Dandaka forest for me. We are both therefore duty bound to follow his behest". 43 .. 
After fourteen years of his exile when Rima returned to Ayodhya with Siill, he sent 

HanUIDin to Ayodhya with the message that If Bharata wished to continue to rule, he had 

no objection to it. 44 Rima exclaimed with joy when he heard of Bharata's advance in the 

forest and reproached La~a for suspecting Bharata of foul motives45
• But his 

affection for his brothers is best demonstrated in the episode where Laksmana lay .. . 
unconscinus in the battle field; Ri'ma refused to live without Lak~a, and lamented, · · 

\\ wives may be found every where and kinsmen too can be had every where, however, see 

no place where a real brother could be had . Even victory o hero, will not really conduce 

to my pleasure .. What delight will moon afford if it appears before a man who has lost 
,, 

his vision, he wailed. 46 

Most of all, Rima was an ideal husband. He was monogamous in principle as well as 

in practice ; which must have been in contradistinction to the usual norm, as suggested by 

the example of Dataratha .. There is no direct reference-in the .fJharina Sastras that 

monogamy was considered an ideal form of maniage. Although there is no clear evidence 
' 

of monogamy being the ideal in the Riimiiya'!'l, there is also no reference to the contrary. 

However, wife is always referred to in the singular. Ideally a man should have only one 

wife for he can not have an equal relationship witll all the wives. After the banishment of 

Sita, Raina performed the a§vamedha sacrifice by placing golden statue of Sita next to him 

as the ritual demanded the presence of the wife. Sitts golden statue at the alvamedha 

.jJ V.R. 2.97.2 
V.R. 6:113.16 
V.R. 2. 97.17 
V.R. 6.IOI.ll,I5 
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sacrifice would have been unnecessary had he had other wives. Although he preferred to 

attach greater importance to the suspicions of his subjects.· rather than safeguard the 

. interests of Sit3, he ruled Ayodhya with heavy heart after srtrs exile and later her 

disappearance within the earth. 47 Thus, Rama chose to practice dharma in 
., 

preference to kama and artha. He assured Kaikeyi., "queen , I do not 

approve of living in this world solely devoted to artha. Know me who has 

taken recourse to dharma as equal to the sages. " 48 He repeated this to 

Kausalya, "I cannot forsake glorious fame for the sake of mere kingdom. 

Since life is of shot duration, o queen, I do not choose this trivial world by 

unrighteous means 49
• 

S"'tta "Was indeed devoted to Rima. She was an ideal wife and offered to go with Rima 

to the forest. Without Raina, even heaven was not a good enough place for her 50
• R3ina's 

relationship with Sita was based on his understanding of dharma. He felt constrained to 

come to terms with the confticting demands of dharma as was expected of him both as 

a husband and a king. He believed that his dharma was not just to protect and care for 

Sita, but also to act impartially as a king and, if necessary, to banish her in the interest of 

a 'higher' dharma. The manner in which their relationship has been portrayed in the 

Riiiniiya~Ja betray the genuine emotion of a true lover and a responsible husband, Today, 

many of his actions towards Sita may not meet with our approval, but we must assess 

them in the context ofhis times and the brahnianica/ ideals which he embodied. By those 

~7 V.R. 7.97.3-4 
~X V.R. 2.16.46 
~y VR. 2.18.39 
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standards, Rima certainly comes through as an unusual husband, human most of alL 

practising monogamy and exhibiting emotions towards his wife which we do not find in 

any other epic hero. She shared with her husband a relationship based on mutual love and 

respect. She was confident enough to question Rima's annihilation ofthe demon in the 

forest with respect, but none the less freely, even though this could be merely a device of 

the redactors to allow Rima to jm:tifY his action 51. Rima on his part, was exceedingly fond 

of her. She was his only wife. His love for her was based on his appreciation of her 

sterling virtues which is evident from the epithets he used while addressing her. He called 

her manasvinl(high minded), dharmaclitini (dutiful), kalyani (virtuous) and hhOmini 

. (passionately loving). Their mutual affection was cemented by the ordeal of exile. After 
' . 

her exile, he was full of sorrow and apprehension about her safety. He exclaimed in 

anguish that he could not live even for a ~Oment without her 52
• 

Rima was an ideal friend too. He killed VIlli and restored the-throne to SugiiVa. He 

pledged himself to friendship with SugiiVa before fire and agreed to help him. He never 

deviated from his promise. He restrained La~~a when the latter was angry with 

Sugilva at his tardiness in fuJfilling his part of the pact. He protected VibhiSana when 
• • 

every one in his camp was suspicious ofhim. He was loyal and considerate to his friends 

and maintained lifelong fiiendship with SugriVa and Vibhlsana. After killing Vali and . .. 
Ravana he did not feel tempted to annex their kingdoms to KoSala, but installed their . . 

rightful successors as kings ofKiskindha and Lanka respectively. He fulfilled his mission . 
by bringing these two kingdoms with..in the realm ofbrahmanical influence. 

51 
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Even towards his enemies he was fair and affectionate53
• He ensured that A:itgada 

succeeded SugiiVa to the throne of ~kindha as Viii had requested him to protect the 

interest of his son. He told$ugriva that he would offer protection even to Rav~a, if he 

would surrender. At the human leveL Rima was the protector of everyone who was loyal 

to him 

Lak~mana ~as an ideal brother too, but he presents a complete ~rast to Rama. In 
• 

valour and prowess he was alffiost equal to .Rama and his submission to Ramaparalleled 

Rama's obedience to his father. But here the resemblance ended. When !Uma- was 

resigned and composed, he was rebellious. When Rima was trusting, he was suspicious. 

When Rnma was calm, he was irascible or fearful. But when Rima raved and tended to 

lose controL he reassured. This was obviously not intended as a realistic portrayal of his 

character, for he. acted as a fool for IGlma, partly to heighten Riina's virtues by contrast, 

partly to afford Rima the opportunity to expound the correct values·54 

In the Riimiiyana there was no space to entertain more than one ideal. There was only 
• 

one order which was absolute and eternal. It prevailed irrespective of and inspite of 

particularities. The highest good consisted in living in harmony with it. Conversely, any 

attempt to thwart or reverse the order was sure to prove to be self ruining as it happened 

in the case ofRavana. The conflict between Rama and Ravatlt\was a conflict between the 
" . 

values of good and evil. Ravana disturbed the moral order by opposing the brahmanical .. 
system and by abducting Sitii. He had to die because he stood against all that Raina 

symbolised. 

5J V.R. 6. I 2.2 I 
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Thus, the key principle for the organisation of society was dharma (duty and order). 
i 

One who upheld dharma was righteous. The major concern of the text was the stability 

of social organisation from the brahm~nical point ofview and the morality conducive to 

it . The moral issues often revolved ~round the question of the interest of one person 

vis-a-vis wider social welfare. Rama's action either as a son or as a brother or as a 

husband were to benefit the society even ifhe personally had to pay a heavy price for that. 

He satisfied the brahmanical parameter of an ideal man in the contemporary society. Thus 

Rima, who began as a human being, gradually got transformed into an idea. But this idea 

was that of an ideal man. 

Discussing the place of man in Hind;u thought, R.N. Dandekar observed: "It has 
I 

been rightly pointed out that one of the most outstanding paradoxes of Hinduism is that 

it gives one absolute hl>erty in the world of thought but enjoins upon him a strict code of 

conduct. Whatever, therefore, might be the r,hilosophical asseveration of a Hindu, he 

would consider conscientious observance of the iiframadharma and varnadharma, more 
. . 

particularly ofthe latter, to be a duty of prime importance. This is indeed, in a sense, as 

it should be. Practice concerns the whole mass of the people. Therefore, without their 

confirming to some disciplined and well regulated way of life, the solidarity and stability 

of the society would be difficult to achiev~". 55 If the human emotions, dictated by the 

hl>erty in the realm of thought, come in conflict with the social codes, then the latter must 

prevail Rama displays human emotions, but invariably acts in accordance with the social 

codes. He thus presents the model of an ideal man which later contributed to his 

deification. 

55 R.N. Dandekar, /llSights into Hindni.sm. Ajanta Publication, Delhi, 1979. 
p.IOI 
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3. Rama : The King 

Since the subjects oopy their ruler's habits a monarch must adhere to the .truth. (V. R--

2.101.1). 

Val rrfiki ·portrays Rama not just as an example of ideal human relationships, and not 

just as a hero, but also as a model bng. Although Rama actually became the king of 

Ayodhya only at the end of the Yuddhakiinda, the concept of Rama as a king is present ... 
throughout the Rlirriayana in one way or another. He has constantly been described in 

.·; -
·royal terms1

• He ,was renowned2
, r.najesti~, illustrious\ noble (arya) 5

, greatly 

resplendenfi, chief ofbeings7
, beloved of the world8

, capabie of killing demons9
, lord 

of the three worlds10
, greatest ruler in the three worlds11 lord of the earth12

, protector 

of the whole world13
, unconquerable by the devas and the asuras14

; destroyer of the 

sorrows of the world15
, lord of the people16

, and lerd of men. 17 
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In general, the Vlilniild Rliinifya'}ll does not contain any detailed exposition of the 

art of state-craft and the rajadlu:uma or moral oonduct of the king. But the epic at the 

same time strongly pleads the case for monarchy by describing the ideal· society under 

an ideal king and negatively exemplyfying the state of anarchy in a kingless state18It 

informs us that "in a kingless state, clouds do not sprinkle rain on the earth, nor are 

the seeds sown. The son does not obey his father nor the wife her husband. There is 

no safety for one's life or wealth. How then can truth prevail there? In a kingless state 

people do not form associations, nor design gardens or places of \\'orship. There are 

no festivities, nor performing arts, nor nation-building rallies. In a kingless state rich 

farmers and herd~men are afutid to sleep with their doors open, nor can merchants 

trayel, ·in safety, long distances with their rich wares. Even the wondering monks, 

meditating on the infinite soul, do not find safe lodging, when night overtakes them. 

In a kingless state one fails to protect what one has, nor can one procure what one has 

not. Even the soldiers are powerless to overcome a foe. One can own anything and 

people devour one another like the fishes. Even those who believe in god, infringe the 

bounds of morality and give themselves airs with impurity. If the king did not exist to 

adjudicate between right and wrong the world will grope in the dark and no one will 

know how to behave or act19
• These are the reasons why Bharata was immediately 

recalled from his maternal uncle's place because Ayodhya had become a kingless state 

after demise of D~aratha and the exile of Rama: 

17 

IR 

19 
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Indeed, it is possible to trace the gradual transition from the ruler being accorded 

affection and respect in the first stage, through the claims to his divine status made in 

the second stage, to hyperbolic statements about the king's absolute power in the fourth 

stage20
• The first phase of the conception of royalty can be observed in a statement 

made _by Rava~a to Marica that kings were to be honoured and respected in all 

circumstances21
• At the second stage -Bharata urging Rama to return to Ayodhya, 

declared that the king, though human, was regarded like a god22
• Rama's statement to 

\'ali is another example of a similar kind : "The kings being gods in human form 

should not be harmed or slandered23
". This identification of the king with the gods is 

made more explicitly in a passage in the fourth stage which was closely modelled on 

a Dharma.Sastra passage. Manu explained~ "When this world was without a king and 

pepple ran about in all directions out of fear, the lord emitted a king in order to guard 

their entire (realm), taking lasting elements from IRdra, the Wind, Yama, the Sun, 

Fire, Varu~, the Moon, and (Kubera} the Lord ot'Wealth. Because a king is made 

from particles of these lords of the gods, therefore he surpasses all living beings in 

brilliant energy, and like the Son, he burns eyes and hearts, and no one on earth is 

able even to look at hirrt24 ~. This sentiment, even some of the exact words, have been 

echoed by the ministers of Da£aratha while discussing the evils of a kingless. state : 

"Yama, Kubera, Indra and Varuna are outstripped by a king of excellent conduct by 
. ~ 

his virtue25 ". 

20 

21 

:.1 

25 
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Other statements occurring in the fourth stage emphasise the king's absolute and 

arbitrary authority, stating for example that a king can kill by a mere smile26 and that 

he is the maker of things and people,and is also their destroyer27
• The passages 

emphasising the divinity of the king served a dual purpose. First, these were resorted 

to by the kings themselves to ~licit absolute obedience from their subjects, and second, 

these referred to the fum::tion~l semblance between the king and the various guardians 
I 

of the world28
• Agastya told Rama: "In the primeval age, the K;tayuga, people begged 

Brahma, the creator, to give them a king, and he, in granting their request, endowed 

-
him with the attributes of the Lokpalas29

· 

We notice that the rule of primogeniture had become fully recognised. The general 

impression was that the king's eldest son should succeed him . Even Manthara accepted 

this in principle while rousing Kaikeyi's jealousy against Rama: Kaikeyr said: "After 

a hundred years of the instaJlation of Rama, Bharata too will inherit his ancestral 

throne." Manthafci retorted: "Rima will be crowned king and after him he who is born 

as his son; whereas Bharata will be excluded from the royal line for ever. .. Kings 

hand over the reigns of goverpment to the eldest son, even though others may be full 

f . ''30 ~ o virtues . · 

26 

27 

2R 

29 
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However, there is a strong suggestion that there was a group of brOhma'}as, called 
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rajkartarah, literally 'king-makers'. who genuinely had a role to play iqselecting the 
I 

king's successor. After the death of Da5aratha, they went to the sabhaalong with the 

amlityas to discuss the evils of a kingless state. Earlier, when oa,;~atha decided to 

appoint Rama as his successor, he consulted his chief priest Vasi~tha and summoned 

the citizens of Ayodhya to submit their views. The citizens and the subordinate rulers 

of the different parts of the kingdom of KoSala31 vigorously endorsed Das~atha's 

decision. It should be noted here that this was not an elected council whom the king 

consulted. Perhaps some remnants of tht? 'republican' idea still persisted. Therefore, 
. 

it seems that the succession was not a completely automatic process, though this must 

!rave been due, in part a! least, to the special circumstances created by the exile of the 

eldest son. However, some kind of endorsement by1he~-sabh1tor the group of ministers 
' ' . 

in the matter of royal succession seems to have been necessary .. 

In the light of the vie~s expressed on kingship, it is perhaps ironic that oalaratha 

and Rama, in comparable circumstances, acted at variance with them. Da£aratha, 

supposedly more particular in eliciting the opinion of his court and his subjects, 

banished Rama arbitrarily, without consulting anyone, and against the wishes of his 

subjects. In the third stage, however, we observe that Rama was very anxious to 

conform to public opinion and sacrificed his wife to placate the unfounded prejudice· 

of his subjects32
• The text, however, has rationalised the whole episode of Rama's 

exile. It was not D~aratha who banished Rama, but Rama himself was adamant to 

.ll 

.l2 

VR. - 2. 1. 46 Prithvipati, Medini Pradhiinam 
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fulfil his father's promise. Raina told Sitathat the rule of succession was not absolute 

and kings were known to have abandoned their sons if found incompetent and 

appointed capable sons in their stead33
• Suta narrated the story of Sagara who had to 

banish his eldest son Asamanjasa, as he used to derive pleasure indrowing child.ren in 

the river. The outraged subjects asked Sagara to choose between them and his son, and 

the king was forced to exile the-latter to pacify his subjects34
• Here, the subjects wanted 

Rama to succeed oas'a.ratha, but Rima willingly went to exile, for, he was first an ideal 

son. 

DaSaratha's court is the centre of action in the first half of the Ayodhya.kli.nda, but 
- ·~ 

the text does not furnish any detailed account of how it functioned. The council is 

referred to by sabhi?5 or parisatf6
• It met on three occasions. The first was called by 

4 

oas'fu.atha to seek its advice on the question of coronation of Rama37
• The second met 

to consider the situation after the sudden death of oas'aratha and decided to appoint a 

scion of the lksviku family as his successor38
• The th·ttdwas summoned by Vasistha . . , 

to consider Bharata's refusal to become the king39
• Va5istha, Vamadeva and Jabali were ... 

the prominent briihmanas mentioned in the second meeting of the sabha and they have -

33 V.R - 2.23.33 
34 V.R- 2.32.15-19 
35 V.R. - 2.1.4 
36 V.R- 2.61.12 
37 V.R - 2.2.1.15 

38 V.R -2.61.1 

39 V.R. - 2. 75.8-11 
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been described as riijkartarah40
• The exact role played by them is in the sabha is 

however, not clear. 

The King was assisted by the ministers, usually eight in number41
, known as 

amiityas or sacivas or mantrin42
• The term mantrin applied to ministers as well as 

counsellors or advisors. Sumantra, Dasaratha's siiJ:a, combined the functio·ns of a 

charioteer and a confidant and was enlisted among the amatyas and mantrins43
• The 

king's purohita was carefully dis_tinguished from the mantrins. Vasi~tha, ~aratha's 

purohita, played an ilnportant role in the arrangements for Rama' s coronation and took 

the initiative in sorting out the procedure following nakratha's death. But otherwise 

he was not particularly prominent in the earlier sections of the text. His prominence, 

it appears, was related to the ritually important occasions and he did not have the role 

of a special advisor in the manner in which it later developed. 

The decision of the parisad was not binding on the king. For instance, when Jabali 
• 

attempted to persuade Rima to get back to Ayodhyaby arguing that, "relinquishing the 

kingdom inherited from your· father, you ought not to tread the wrong path, which is 

painful, rugged and bristling with thorns. Get yourself consecrated on the throne of 

40 V.R- 2.61.2 

41 V.R - 2.61.2-3 

42 V.R. - 6.31.63-65 

H VR. - 1.7.1-2 
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prosperous Ayodhya, for the city eagerly awaits your retur~44 • Rama retaliated: "I will 

I 

act according to my own inclination by which he mearuy; ·he wil~ct in accordance with 

dharrnq., for his natural inclination is to uplbold dharma and, following my example, 

the whole of this world is likely to turn licentious; for people follow the same way of 

life as the kings do. Truthfulness alone, which is divorced from cruelty, is the eternal 

way of life prescribed for· the kings. Therefore, truthfulness is the soul of a kingdom; 

It 
the world itself is founded on truthe45

• Rama, thus claimed superiority of a ki'1g's 

personal decision over the ~uthority of a member of the kings council. 

The kings decision was final if he believed that it provided a positive role model 

before the society. When everyone present in the Citrakuta argued for the superiority 

of a teacher in comparison with one's patents, Rima contended that one's parents were 

more worthy of respect, 46 and was accordingly insistent :on implementing the pledge 

already given by him to his father. Rama was always conscious of his being a inodel 

for the society, .be it as a son or as a king. 

The text throughout lays emphasis on the protective rather than the punitive role 

of the king. Da~aratha told his council that he had been protecting his subjects with 

vigilance according to his ability"7
• He advised Rima: "He who protects the earth while 

44 V.R.- 2.108.7-8 

45 V.R. - 2.109.10 

46 V.R.-2.111.9 

~7 VR. - 2.2.4 
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keeping the people cont~nt and loyal will give his allies cause of rejoice like the 

deathless gods when they obtainednectqr. So hold yourself, son, and behave in this 

fashion"48• Raina was also of the opinion49 that the ksatriyqs should wield the weapon . . 

only to prevent distress of the people. Brockington points out that the need of 

protecting the women, in particular was recognised, and this duty rested with the 

king50
· 

Exemplifying the duties_ of a king, Rima enquired of Bharata: "I trust- you avoid 

the fourteen- errors of kings~ - atheism, falsehood, inaccessibility, inattention, 

procrastination, . shunning the wise, indolence, sensual indulgence, solitary 

determination of political affairs, taking counsel with those ignorant of such affairs, 

failure to execute your decision, to keep your counsel secret or to employ auspicious 

rites, and indiscrimhiate counesy". Rima added: "I hope you are able to meet your 

expenditure from your revenue. I hope you cherish all men who make their I iving by 

farming and cattle raising, for a well-founded economy promotes the world's 

happiness. I trust your wise ministers render judgement impartially when a rich man 

and a poor man are engaged in a suit, for the tears people shed when falsely accused 

come to slay the livestock and children of the king who rules for personal gain. You 

should never deny the claims of righteousness in the name of statecrafrs' ". 

48 

49 
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51 
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From where did the king derive his authority? One source was definitely his divine 

status. Bharata told Rama: .. Although people regard a king as human, yet when his 

conduct is governed by dhanna 3;nd artha he should consider himself super human, 

indeed a god"52
• Ranta himself asserted while arguing with Vcili that kings are capable 

of dispensing religious merit, which is difficult to attain otherwise, longevity and 

earthly blessings too; there is no doubt about it. One should neither assassinate nor 

reproach nor insult nor speak unpal:ltable words to them. Being gods themselves the 

kings move about on earth in human seinblance53
• Evidently the divine starus of the 

king gained currency by the time the text was composed. 

Along with the principle of the king's authority explained above, the text also 

mentions, after the smf!is, the complementary principle of the king's obligations 

towards his subjects. The king was not expected to act arbitrarily, according to his 

personal inclinations. Manu declared : "Day and night he should make a great effort 

to conquer his sensory powers, for the man who has conquered his sensory powers is 

able to keep his subjects under his control. Many kings have been destroyed, together 

with their family due to lack of humility. The supreme duty of a ruler is to protect his 

subjects, for a king who enjoys the rewards is bound to that duty. "54 

52 

53 

U.N. Ghoshal has pointed out that the king's quasi-contractual obligation of 
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protecting his subjects was considered as important in the Kifmayana as the obligation . . 

of the subjects to respect the authority of their just ruler"55
• The king's power finally 

depended on his fulfilling his obligations to his subjects, for which he was paid taxes .. 

This w~ the basis of the appeal of the sages to Rama in the Da!l~aka forest for 

protection against the l<ak:~": "The king who just takes away the sixth part of the · 

produce by way of land revenue, and does not protect his subjects like his children, 

commits great adluuma. By always protecting his subjects, he attains fame lasting for 

many years, and having reached the realm of Brahma, is honoured even there"56
• 

That the king· followed the advice of briihmanas. ';,-- is clearly indicated in the 
~ 

didactic literature. The king depended on others not only for his power, but also, and 

·more importantly, for his llUthoritY'. The kings and the brahmanas definitely 

constituted two separate sources of power. The ultimate authority was not the exclusive 

domain of the bfah11UlJJilS who ,held the monopoly of the Vedas. But the king 

desperately needed the brahmtma to sanction his power. The greater the king's power, 

the more was the need for the approval of the briihmana58
• The Dharmasutras endorse .. 

this point. Gautama stated : •The king is the master of all with the exception of the 

briihmanas"59
• It has been declared in the Vedas, the text adds, that the "briihmanas 

• J 
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united with the lqatriyas uphold gods and men"00
• Manu further decreed: "Even if the 

king is dying of hunger, he must not take taxes from a priest. If a priest who knows 

his Veda by heart faints with hunger, the kingdom of the king in whose territory he 

lives will also soon faint with hunger"61
• 

Part of the king's obligation towards his subjects was to er.sure that no illegal or 

immoral act was committed within his kingdom, for it might lead to premature death 

of his subjects. The sage N~da told Rama that when a man indulged in an evil act 

withi·n a kingdom, he as well as the king doubtless went to hell62
• 

Accordingly, R!ina went to trace insGices of unrighteous conduct in his kingdom. 

. The prime example of this seems to have been transgression of the privileges of the 

briilunan!Js. Rima came across a person called Sambiika in meditation and asked him 

-sf' "0 Powerful one, 0 good man, 0 ascetic, are you a brG.hmlJ!Ul, a lqatriya, a vaifya 

or. a sudra? For what are yoo practising penance?" On hearing that Sambu"ka was a 

sudra,. Rima immediately beheaded him. The gods praised the scion of KID<:ustha and 

allowed him to ask for a boon. Raina requested them to bring back to life the child of 

a btllhmar:_a who passed away because of the evil caused by the practise of penance by 

, 
a sudra in his kingdom. The gods replied that the moment the sudra was beheaded the 

child was joined to Iife63
• 

60 
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Towards the beginning of the epic, nakatha has been portrayed in glowing terms 

as a very able ruler. His kingdom was prosperous and he was popular among his 

subjects.64 However, we receive the impression that the reign of Rama would be even 

better. Dakratha cherished all his four sons as if they were four arms extending from 

his body. But it was Ranta who brought his father the greatest joy, for he surpassed is 

brothers in virtue, just as the self-existent Brahma surpassed all bei"ngs65
• 

Rama was alway~ even-tempered and soft-spoken. Even if he was harshly 

addressed: he would not react. Such was his self control that he would be satisfied with 

a siflgle act of kindness and ignore ;a hu~dred injuries66
• He was an excellent judge of 

men and could tell when it was appropriate to show his favour or withhold i~7 He knew 

the right means of collecting revenue and regulating e:xpenditure68
• 

He was a natural leader of cbe army and incible in combat, even if the gods and the 

asuras were to unite in anger against him69
• While returning from battle, he always 

stopped to ask the men of the city after their welfare as if they were his own kinsmen-

about their son, sacred fires, wives, servants and students without omission and in due 

order just as a father might ask his sons his own flesh and blood7
,
0 By his virtues the 

prince won the esteem of the people in all the three worlds for he was as patient as the 

64 VR- 2.1.9-11 
65 VR- 2.1.15,16 
66 VR. - .2.1.20 
67 VR. - 2.61.54 
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earth, as wise as Brhaspati, and as mighty as lndra, the lord of Saci. 71 His conduct and 
• 

valour made him like one of the gods who guard the world that the earth herself desired 

to have him as her master72
• 

. 

Seeing these incomparable virtues in his son, oafaratha decided to appoint Raina · 

as the yuvatlija. · His advisors endorsed· the opinion of the king when the 

townsmen IYKd the king's announcement, it, was as if they had secured some longed 

for object and taking leave of the land of men they went home and worshipped in deep 

delight'3• Even c.Jlildren playing in groups at their front doors talked together in praise 

of Rama74
• Such was the popularity of Rama among his subjects that the cities of 

Ayodhya could not bear the pains of separation fro~ him. They followed l(ama when 

he was banished from the city and refused to return even when requested by Rama. 

However, Raina's reign was postponed for fourteen years by the circumstance of 

his exile. Still when Bharata came to the forest to persuade Rama to take back his 

throne, Rama enquired about the state of Ayodhya. His questions indicate his own 

conception of Kingship and suggest that even in exile he maintained a keen interest in 

the welfare of Ayodhya. He enquired about the health of his kith and kin, asked 

whether the brllhmalJ!lS could pursue their studies without hindrance, whether due 

homage was being prayed to the gods, whether able ministers were consulted while 

71 V.R. - 2.1.2' 
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important decisions were being taken, whether jobs were distributed according to merit 

and charactL":·. whether justice was being impartially administered, whether reliable 

spies were appointed and whether elaborate provisions were made for the protection 

of Ayodhya and its citizens74
• Even during his exile, Rama acted in accordance with 

Rajadharma. Although he refused to accept the throne, he never gave up his 

responsibilities of a king. 

Ghoshal has observed that the above example illustrates the application of the triple 

principle of the ethico-religious, the divine and the quasi-contractual aspects of the 

king's obligations towards his subjects, which are laid down in the Smrtis." The king", - . ,, 
he argues, is charged with universal and complete protection of his subjects evidently 

in accordance with the law of his order. The same obligation is imposed upon him by 

virtue of his being a portion of the divine ruler and as a corollary of his collection of 

taxes from the people. The king's obligation is supported by the usual double sanction 

in the sense that he is not only liable for his own karma, but he also acquires by 

transfer the whole or part of the good and evil karma of his subjects according to his 

reaction to this obligation. By an extension of the Smrti principle of the king's sanction ., 

we are told that the king's neglect of protection results in shortening the life-span of 

his subjects"75
• The reverse is also true. The text says that a king who protects his 

people gains one-fourth of the merits which a hermit acquires living on roots and 

75 

76 
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In fact, Raina's killing ofTa~ was his firSt act that can be explained by reference 

to tlijadharma because, strictly, speaking lqatriyadharma did not allow the killing of 

a woman. But the text says that the responsibility of maintaining the varna order is the , 

eternal dharma' of those who bear the burden of kingship77
• Ta:taka, a Rliksasf . ... 

threatened this order and she had to be killed. It was for the same reason that he'killed 

the RlJksasas in the forest. As we have already mentioned, he continued to take keen . -

interest in the affairs of the state .ev~n in exile, and he never actually ceased to be king. 

He accepted Vibh'isima as a friend, because it was· his duty as a king to afford . . . 

protection to those who came to seck refuge. He understood that Vibfiisana was an 
' fl G . . 

upholder of dharma,. and reasoned that this was more important than anything else. The 

, world was divided between the contrasting elements of dharma and adharma. Rama' s 

mission was to proclaim and exemplity this notion of the world this. His coronation of 

Sugriva in Kiskindha and of Vibhlsana in Laitki was::determined by the consideration . . . ~ . 
of the establishment of dhanna in place of adharma18

• 

Thus, Rama applied the dharma of kingship before he actually become a king. 

Throughout the epic,Rama was destined to preside over an ideal kingdom, but he could 

do so only when his term of exile was over and the reign of Ravana came to an end . 
• 

The actual reign of Raina witnessed ideal social harmony when all the vamas cooperate 
• 

together with each other in a state of mutual trust. It was a time of stability and 

77 Frank Whailingpp.cit.., p. 68. 
VR. - 6.11.6, 82-90, 7.14.17-22 . 
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prosperity when all works r~ happy results78
• 

How his reign symbolised the triumph of dhanna on earth can be seen most clearly 

if we make a comparison between the respective careers of Rama and Ravana. In 
• 

terms of material prosperity and worldly success Ravava' s kingdom was no less than 

that of Rfuna. Moreover, both of them have been depicted as great heroes. The main 

difference between them was that Rima lived in accordance with dharma, and Ravana 
. . -

did not. "Ravana had greatness but not goodness, Rama had both. Rama.iOJya, , 

therefore, stood not just for strong and successful government; it stoou above all for 

righteous government and ~rna stood for the ideal of righteous·kingship"79 

The period of the composition of the text witnessed many upheavals in the social, 

economic·and political milieu. Rima as an ideal man and an ideal king could serve 

several purpose, On the one hand he had set the norms to be followed by the peOple 

if they wanted harmonious relations in family as well as in society ar large, and on the 

other he vali<bi.ted the monarchical form of government which ensured the stability of 

the varaa order. However, the success of the RiimarOjya depended on the personal 

qualities of Rama. As Whaling comments, "Rama's rule could be ideal if he himself 

was an ideal "80
• Thus kingship, which was already invested with the attributes of 

divinity, achieved in Rama, the person, its ideal form and paved the way for his 

eventual transformation from being the representative of the gods to becoming a god 

himself. 
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4. Rama : The Avatara 

You are the great god Narayal}a, Sita is Lak~mi and you are god Vi~l!u, K~~l!a· and 

Praj~pati. For the purpose of killing Ravana, you entered a human body." ( V. R. -
. . 

6.105.12-15) 

An avatara is a manifestation of the divine in an animal, mythological or human 

form. Vaisna<qite doctrine which seems to have evolved with the identification of 

Bhagvat-Narayana with the hero god Vasudeva Krsna, who thus came to be looked . . ... 
upon as the human incarnmion of the former1

• Some scholars trace the idea to a Rg 
. . - . . 
Vedic passage; where VigiU is said to have assumed another form in the battle2

• 

J.Gonda maintains that in the Rg Veda lndra is especially the god who roams about in 
I . 

several forms3• 

However, the Vai~Qavite theory of incarnation is not-confined to the idea of the 

god's multiformity or metamorphosis alone but is based on a clear belief that the 

godhead manifests himself with a purpose to destroy the wicked and protect the 

righteous. The earliest reference to this idea can be found in the Bhiigvad Gitii, 4 where 

it is clearly mentioned that whel}ever dharma declines and vices predominate, the 

godhead appears on earth and th11s takes numerous births in different ages. The Bhagvad 

Jacob~ Encyclopedia ~ ofReligion and Ethics, VIII,p. 175 cited in Suvira Jaiswal, 
Origin and Developm.etEt of Vaisllt?.~sm, Munshiram Manoharlal, Delhi.J961, 
p.l29 
f.gveda. 7.100.06 cited inS. Jaiswal, ibid, p.l29 . 
J. Gonda, Aspects of f.arly Visnuis1i1. Motilal Bc!fasidas, Delhi, 1969 
Bhagvad Gita- 4.5.8 
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Gita further states that whatever is endowed with power springs from a part of the 

God's energy. 5 This explains how the good and the mighty is a partial manifestation 

of the God. 

Suvira Jaiswal has argued that in this form the doctrine seems to have been 

considerably influenced by the Buddhist concept of the former Buddha whose prime 

attribute is compassion6
· She cites Farquhar who also suggested that the vaisnvas were 

\ . . "'. 

illfluenced by example of the.Budc!his~. who had already raised Buddha to divine 

status.and had created a series of precedent Buddhas stretching away into the distant· 

past.7 

The term avtitiira, literally.means, 'to descend', 'to come down'.The word is 

derived from the root 'av( -!'_which is not found in earlier works. The Bhagvad 0tli 

a11d the Mahl.i.hhizraia where the concept occurs for the fi!st time the idea of an 

incarnation has been expressed through such words as janams (birth), sambhava9 

(spring forth), sryna10 (creation) and prlidurbhliva11 (appearance). . ' 

Even the number of the avatiiras of Vi~!JU varies · from one text to another. 

Describing the incarnations of Naraya1:a Vi~_llu, the Niiriiymyiya section of the 

6 

'I 

Iii 

II 

B.G.- 10.49. 
Suvii\Jaiswal,ap.cit.p. 130. 
Ibid. 
B.G. 4.5. 
ibid5,6,8. 
ibid, 5. 7. 
Mbh -12.326.61. 
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Mahiibliilrata furnishes two lists. The ftrst mentions maintains six12
, while the second 

only four incarnation13
• Scholars are of the opinion that the second list, giving the 

names of the four incarnations ... Varaha (boar),, Narasiritha (man-lion), Vamana (dwarf) 

an~ Man~ (human i.e. Kf~l)a) seems to represent the. original nucleus which is found 

in the Afavyaka Parvan of the Maha.bharata. Gradually the number increased and the 

' 
va:vu PunflJll gives the number. of incarnations as twelve at one place and ten at 

another14 
• The Bhagavata Pufima enumerates the names of the incarnations of Visnu .. . . , 

in three different passages. In the first book twenty. two , in the second book twenty-

three, and in book eleven sixteen names are mentioned. It was only later that the 

Ifumber of the avatliras was fixed at ten. 

The Bhagvad Gita says that since the avataras emanate from the god's energy, 

they are naturally not as powerful as the original o~e15 • Hence there must be some 

difference between Vi~I)U and his .. incarnations. It shows the intrinsic S':Jperioiity o{the 

principle god Narayana-Visnu. Thus, the Visnu Purlina describes Krsna as· an .. - . .... : . . . . . . .. 
arnslivatlira or a part manifestation of Visnu'"', The Bhiigvad Gitli, however. takes him . . . 

to be the PU11Ja brahma. The difference is reconciled by the commentato'rs, who 

assert that even as a lamp lighted. from another lamp does not reduce the light of the 

first, and yet is as bright as the first, so the divine spirit, which has the character of 

12 

1J 

14 

I' 

Mbh- 12.326 
Mbh. - 12.337.36 
R.G.Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism. Saivism and Minor Religious System. 
{ndological Book House, Varanasi, I <>65. p.42 
B.G. - 1.49 
anisvatrar brahmarse yo yam yadukulodbhavah, cited in P. Jash, HistOJy and 
Evolution of Vaisnavism in Eastern India, Calcutta, l982.p. 95. 
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light, cannot suffer diminution or enhancement. Hence," a full arises out of a full, if 

a full is taken away form a full, a full re'mains" 17
• 

In the beginning, the tendency seems to have been to incorporate various popular 

divinities such as the Boar, the Man-lion, and Vasudeva-Krsna by recognising them 
... 4 I 

as incarnations of the same god. It is interesting that the stages of the avatara parallei 

the evolution of life on earth, such as M11tsya (fish), who resides in water, Kurma. 

(tortoise) an amphibian, Varaha (boar) wl)o lives on earth, and Narsimha (man-lion). 

an. intermediary stage. in the tranSition from animal to man. B~larama is an 
. . . . 

agriculturist, while JlafaSuriuna, DasrathT Rima and Buddha represent some of the 
.. :... 

human forms18
• One of the most popul~.incarnations of Vi~f!U Is Varliha (bOa£)," who 

seems to have been linked with ·the pre-Aryan cult o! the sacred pig. The frrst direct 

' ... ' ' ' . . . ·. . 

references to the boor aS an incarnation performing the specific task of raising the earth 
. . 

from primeval water OCCUJf in the Satapatha Brahmal}a , where he has been identified 

with the creator god Prajapati. It is possible that some of the totemiC gods ·of the 
. . . . 

non-Aryan people of.Jndia were gra~lially being absorbed within the brahmanical 

pantheon and they eventually merged with Vi~I)U and his avatliras. The ear]iest literary 

reference to Visnu's Narasi1hha form is to be found in a late passage of the Taittiriva .. ~ 

Arai)Yaka which describes him as a deity having mighty claws and sharp teeth. 

Analysing the episode, P. V.Kane has observed that some elements of the story appears 

17 

I~ 

J.Muir, Otiginal Sansk1it Tex1s,London, 1972-84. Vol.IV,.p.219.cited in P. Jash, 
op cit,p.95 
Madeleine Biardieau, Hinduism : The Anthropology of a Civi/i:;ation. Oxford 
University Press, Delhi, 1994,(Second lmpressiou).p.l 03 
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to have been derived from the legend of I ndra and the demon NamucP9
• The Dwarf 

incarnation is anticipated in the three strides uf Visnu mentioned in the RgVeda which 
: ~· . 

was elaborated with the assimil~tion of some popular elements20
• The Ramiiya'Ja also 

contains the same story. 21 

Of the three ruj:mas, Bhargava Rama (Para5urama) ,Ragha,·a Rama (Ramachandra) 

and Balarama, Bhargava Raina's identification with Visnu occurs only once in the .. 

Mahabliiirata. However, V.S. Sukthankar has pointed out that the glorification of 
~ ' 

Para.Surama WaS not aecepted by a section of dle brOhama!Jas, who were the custodians 

of the RamayaJ!a, and this epic invari~bly portrays the Bhargavas, and wecially 

Para.Sutama, in an unfavourable light. It narrates the story of the defeat of Parasurama 
0 

at the hands of the ksatriya prince Rama,a major incarnation of Visnu22
• 

' . " 

Ramacandra, the earliest available version o( whose story is available in the 

Dasaratha Jataka and which diffets from the Rliniiiyapa of V:tlm1ki at. certain 

important points, descended ~~!on earth to destroy Ravana, the wicked and powerful 
.. ~ . 

master of Larudi who was made invincible through divine grace. According to the 

Dafaratha Jataka, Dalaratha was the king of \'anlipsi, who has four children called 

R<Dna, Laksmana, Slta and Bharata . .Oa~harata had sent away 'Rama and Lakshmana - ... . . . 

into exile for twelve years in the Himalayan region to protect them from the evil 

19 

20 
P.V.Kane, History of Df1armasashtms

1 
Vol.Il, BORI, Poona, 1941 ,pp. 718-19 

S.Jaiswal, op.cit.,p.l23-4 
V.R. - 1.27.12-14 
J.N.Bane1jea, Development of Hindu Iconography, University of Calcutta, 
Calcutta, 1954,p.419. 
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machniations of the_ir step-niother, and Sita insisted on aecompanying her brothers. 

When the period of exile was over, Rruna·married his sister S1ta and made her his chief 

queen. There is no reference to the abduction of Sita. This entire epi~ode appears to 

have been invented or derived from some other source by the author of the 
' 

Riimiiya'}a23
• Probably because of the ethical notions prevailing at the time of the 

compositioi1 of the Riiniil.yal}a; the author of the t~xt, who describes Sit:a as the 

daughter of Janaka, could not conceive of Rama of being both the hus1Jand and the 

brother of Sita at the same time. 

We observe that though the numbe~ of the primary incarnations of Vi~ttu had been 

. . . . 
fixed at ten, their names vary in the lists given in the early PuralJOS and it is believed 

.. 
that the standardlist did not find general acceptance before the eight century A.D. 24

• 

The Vayu Purlu}a mentions Nru-ayatta. Narasimha, Vamana,Dattatreya, Mandhata, 

Jamad~a. Rama, Vedavyas, K!"gm and Kalki as the ten incarnations of Vi~!1U. The 

first three are described asdivya ~bhiitis (divine incarnations) and the rest as human 

incarnations25
• 

In this essay we are concerned with the process of the transformation of an epic 

hero into a god. Therefore, the rel~vant questions to ask are.under what circumstances 

a popular character is divinised? Or, conversely, to what extent does a god's character 

25 

S.JaiswaL op. cit. p. 141 
R.C.Hazra, Studies i11 the Puranic Record'> 011 Hi11du Rites a11d Customs, 
Dacca, 1940.p.88 
The Vayu Pura1!a. 98.88., cited in S.Jaiswl,ap.cit,p.l29 
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reflect the socio~nomic political milieu in which he is worshipped? What. can a 

theogonic myth tell about a society and abou-t the internalization and use of power 

within a society? Fred Clothey has suggested some answers to these questions at the 

theoretical level which are useful for our purpose. He argues that the mC!nner in which 

a divine being is perceived reflect particular historical circumstances and geographical 

context which are incorporated into the mythology of certain gods. These historical 

particulars include, ·among others, sociological factors. For example, a deity can 

serve as a prototype for the occupational status of a particular social community as 

when the god is a warrior or ·a king. However, virtually no deity which rises in 

· dominance reflects a contemporary mome~t alone. Divine lineage ascribes conti!mity, 

authenticity, identity and power to a god. In brahamanicaltheogony especially each 

deity reflects not simply a particular cultural moment but an ongoing tradition that by 

incarnation· and homogenisation derives its authority from a mythic or historical 

original moment. This process, and each god developed within it, becomes 

appropriated personally because .a process of personal and or family internalisation 

makes a deity extremely real ~or many devotees. In this process there occurs an 

enhancement of credibility through the particular manner of transmission of the 

tradition and th:·, sharing of incidents or stories in which the god has performed 

miraculous deeds .not only in times of past but in one's own time. In short the power 

of the god is personally credible and human perception about the god, who is loving, 

forgiving, dominant authoritative etc. reflect the human situation.26 

Fred W. Cl>they, "l11eogony and Powers in South ludia", in Bardwell L. 
Smith( ed. ), Religion and the Legitimation of Power in South Asia. F:. J. B1ill, 
Leiden, 1978, p.3. 
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In the avatlira myths we observe that several of -these processes were 

simultaneously at work. A number of the avataras performed miraculous deeds, most 

notably ~I)a. Rfuna, however, never indulged in miracles, unless his incredible feats 

of heroism in the battlefield are considered as such. But the appeal of Rama was even 

deeper. He was certainly the prototype for the rulling autho{ity' the k: ,Uiya, who had 

the ideological sanction of the brlihmanas, for as a king he organised and presided over . . 
/ 

the ideal brahmanical societv. Deborah A Soifer has pointed out that the Visnu-Siva 
. .• t 

and the btJunana-ksatriya pairs charecterise the avatara and are particularised 
, • 0 ' .. 

expressions of the basic cosmological theme of creatioi1 and destruction27
• Ra:rna.was 

the embodiment of this ideal combination who destroyed evil and reestablished the rule 

. . . 
of dharma- a crucial moment in the cosmological .cycle. Moreover, even though often 

a representative of a particular social community to begin with, Jhe god makes himself 

accessibledirough his avataras, tO all the worshi~rs across communities and' becOmes 

the object of their supreme de.>ire. 28 Rama, the symboi pf compassion, has been.· 

consistently pc:trayed as just and righteous because he is supposed to be equally 

concerned with the welfare of all his subjects.Finally and more importantly, an 

avatara, such~ Rama, is not the product of a historical moment, but of a historical 

process. Rama in many ways, was the culmination of the process of reassertion of 

brahmanism which spread over a long period of per.cieved social crisis. The heroic 

legend gradually crystallized into an epic and assumed normative status, but the 

original mythico-historical moment was never lost. The "loving, forgiving dominant, 

Deborah A. Soifer, The Myth of Narasimha and Vamana: Two Avataras in 
Cosmological Perspective, §tate lb1iversity of NeH' York Press. 1991. p . .:/. 
Madeleine Biardeau, op. cit., p.ll3. 
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authoritative" gods ofUothey dtd reflect the human situation. Geoffrey Parrinder, 

explaining the concept of the avatara, argued that Rama is the example ofvinuous life 

and a teacher of righteousness, because he_is really thought to have lived on earth29
• 

An examplar of high moral virtues does not easily acquire personal credibility. It 

depends on the successful creation and effective transmission of a tradition. The 

RiimiiyaJ]tl tradition assumed its present form through diverse channels of transmission 

for many centuries, of which we are concerned wit.h only the early part, the final 

redactions of the Valm1ki RiimayaiJa where the righteous king and the mighty hero 
' . 

turned into a benevolent god for the first time. 

. . 
The first episode which refers to.the idea of Rama as an incarnation of Vi~I)U is 

mentioned in the Bll.laka'}l}a .Da!aratha was performing the putre~!i yafna to beget 

sons. Exactly at that time the gods were discussing among themselves in heaven how 

to destroy Rt.v~ who had become a menace to them. Raval}a was armed with a boon 

by Brahma that no one except a man could kill him. Raval)a thought he was so 

powerful that a man would be too weak to <:hallenge him. When the gods approached 

Brahma he directed them to Vi~I)U. Vi~I)U. at the request of the gods, decided to 

manifest himself as the four sons of Dasaratha. Agni emerged from the sacrifical fire 

and handed over to DaS'aratha a pot of porridge, supposedly containing the seed of 

Vi~I)U, to be distributed among O~aratha's wives. Rama was thus a partial incarnation 

of Vi~ryu, although Vi~1_1u was best examplified in him. for Kausalya .the mother of 

Geoffrey:Paninder, Avatara and Incarnation, Faber and Faber, London, 1970, 
p.l23. 
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Rama, had taken half of the sweet porridge and the remaining half was divided 

between Kaikey1 and Sumitra30
• 

Another references to the avatli.ra idea is found in the Phalalruti section of the 

BalalduJqa (merits of listening to the text): "Who ever reads this story of Rama, which · 

is purifying, destructive of sin, holy and equal to the Vedas, is free from all the sins, 

leads a long life and enjoys heaven with ancestors. 31 The Phalafruti supports the 

idea that the Biilakiinda was a late addi~ion. The audience were already aware of the .. . . . . 

heroic ballad and were now being informed of the fruits of listening to the story. 

Vaisnavism .was a new element which was to be introd.uced to the masses and here the 

Riimiiy~ served as an active instrument for the propagation of this idea. So Rama was 

found suitable and was therefore conceived as the incarnation of Vi~QU. People got to .· 

know of the merits of Rama as a hero who manifested on earth to establish 

righteousness. R.P.Goldman has show.n how the idea of the iwatiira was slowly being 

associated with Rama. He cites a verse in the Balakanda which described Rama in 

, 
company of Stta: "In the company of that lovely princess who was like Sri in her 

celestial beauty, Rama, resplendent in his own lustre, was rendered illustrious. as the 

,. 
glory of the incomparable Vi~ryu enhanced by the presence of Sri~ and argues that these 

allusions to Vi~~u presuppose the identification of the god and the hero and are 

intended to conve~ this to the audience. With the introduction of the Vai~ryava elements 

,the contemporary audience familiar with the original heroic balled, could hardly be 

.\0 

.II 

VR. 1.14.18-20 
VR. - 1.1. 77.78 
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expected to believe that on hearing this they would be free from their s·ins and would 

go to heaven with their de-scendants. The interpolation, however, was gradual and 
. . . 

Rama as a hero and an ideal human being remained the central figure of the 

Balakllnda. 

In the early stages of the epic at least, the Riimiiya1Ja was .a martial· story with a 

~triya background and Rama w~ its noble hero. This was implied by Rama· himself 

when he stated that he was subject to fate32
• Even when his divine identity was 

revealed to him he declared himself to be a human informant of the gods. Hanuman 

. .. -· .' . . 

also identified him as a great hwnanbeii1g33
• Sugriva who compared Ramawith lndra 

. ' ' .. . 

and Varuna·34 ,howeV-er, described him as a man with superhuman powers: "You are ... . . . ' .. 

capable. of killing -with arrows all the gods along with lndra, 0 1 ion among men, why 

not V~li aliso". Similarly Mirica asserted: "Rama i~dharma incarnate, pious, truly 

brave and the king of the. whole ~orld, as v-asava is of the gods"35
• 

Mandodari lamenting on the death of Raval)a, however, doubted whether Rama 

could be just a human being and sa.id that he must be lndra himself in the form of 

Ram a. She recalled the great powers of RavaiJa and concluded that Rama, who· had 

slain Raval)a, Khara and the other Rak~asas must be more than a mere human being. 36 

J.L.Brockington suggests that Rama was extolled for his martial abilities, with more 

.l1 V.R. - 2.98.15 
VR. - 5.48.11,5.49.26 
VR. -4.12.10 
V.R. - 3.35-.13 
V.R. - 6.99.5-11 
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than a hint of his kingly function. whether for prot~tion or punishment. and so was 

frequently compared to Indra. th.roughout the first two stages37
• 

; There is a fairly clear continuity between the epic hero god Indra and the epic hero 

Rama. One can also detect elements _of continuity in the conflicit between lndra and 

Vrtra and between Rama and Raval)a. · Rama used lndra's weapons to conquer his 

enemies and there have been a number of allusions to the motif of lndra slaying Vrtra 

and in the ka~gas two to six of the Rii.miiymJa 3~. Both Rama and lndra killed a large 

. . 
number of demons in addition to Rava!Ja.and V!tra respectivel.y. It is significant that 

Indra interfered at a vital stage in the great battle in order to offer Rama his own 

' . 
chariot and the charioteer9

• Whailing makes the comparison between lndra and Rama 

explicit: "At another level of interpretation. disorder exists not just at the human level 

. )' 

but also at the cosmic level. The word is in a state of chaos and needs to be restored 

to a state of cosmos. Just as Vrtra had held back the waters of the earth, thereby .. 
causing drought and disorder, so also Rava~a impedes the cosmic order of the world. 

Just as Indra with the help of the"Maruts had used his tJmnderbolt to release the waters 

imprisoned by Y_rtra and thereby restored cosmos, so also Rama defeats .Rava!la and 

establishes the possibility of Riimarajya on earth, for the symbol of Riimarajya has 

cosmic as well as human implications. It represents a state of order in the universe as 

well as a state of order in Ayodhya~4(1 • We have already notes that the rosmogonic 

.\7 

\'' 

.1() 

Brockington, op.cit.p.I95 
Frank Whailing, op.cit.p.77 
V.R-6.90 
Frank Whailing. op. cit, p. 78 
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them of creation- destruction- recreation is intrinsic to the concept of the avaiiira and 

' . 
Rama satisfied this condition by r.estoring order on earth as lndra did in the past. 

However, the similarity between two ends there.Jndra had restored cosmic ~rder 

which can be interpreted in a way as the restoration of dharma. But lndra was hardly 

a champion of dharma in the same way that Rama was .. Indra. killed the- demons 

through his magic power, employed brutal force to achieve his objective, and his moral 

character was open to question. Rama's triumph over Raval}a was a triumph ofdharma 

over adlJarma in a moral sense. This indicates ~n advance in the moral significanCe of 

_the concept of dharma since the tjme of the J!gveda,. as well as the moral superiority. 

of Rama over Indra41
• 

Rama released Ahal~ of her curse which indirectly links him with Indra, who was 

responsible for the. curse. However, we notice a gradual shift of emphasis from lndra 

to Vi~I)U in the RlimiiyQl}fl itself 42
• One reason ·can be that lndra was in the process of 

being displaced from his pre-eminent status by Vi~~u, a process which crystallis~d in 

the Purli'}OS. Also perhaps the personality of Indra was not compatible with the 

growing emphasis on Rama's upholding of dharma and can be a factor in the 

disjunction of the association of Rama and Indra. The highest lev,el of representation of 

Rama in the Vlilmild Raliliiyana 'was as an avatiira of Visnu. At this level he was no 
... - .. - -

longer merely an ideal man or merely a successor of lndra. He was an incarnation of · 

-11 ibid,p.79 
-12 J.L.Brockington, op.cit,p.220 
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the God. 

Rama has been compared with Indra o.n sixty occasions in first two stages of the 

Riimiiyll!"and only on eight occasions with Vi~I)U. But the pattern changes in- the later 

stages. The reference of Rama as the the avatlira of V~QU mostly occur in the first and 

the seventh books, which are considered to be later interpolations. Books two to five 

practically contain no specific reference to Rama· as ~n avatara, except in the 

· yiJ!ld(wkalJ4a. Towards the beginning of the epic it is clearly mentioned that Vi~QU, 

at the request of the gods, decided to become d1e four sons of Da.Saratha in order to kill .· 

Ravana. The remainder of the Biilakiindti co mains some stories abnut Visnu, but none . . . ' . ... . . . 

·of these specifically state that Visnu was actUally Rima. They· were pre$umably ·- ·. 

included in order to point out the closeness between Rama and Vi~tm. However, an 

·• episode in the Blilakd.1]4a itself ~uggests that the idea of Rama being the dvatiira ·of 

V~I)U was gaining ground. Paca§urama, after being vanquished by Rama, addressed 

. : . ' 

him as "the imperishable slayer of Madhu, the lord of Gods"43~ 

In the Yudhaki~ Malaya vat, a minister of Rava:~told him, "I consider Rama to 

be Vi~I)U who has taken the form of a man. for this Raghava of firm valour who built 

this remarkable bridge over the sea is not just a man. Therefore, 0 Rava12a, conclude 

peace with Raffia, the king of men "44
• The most comprehensive statement on Rama' s 

divinity occures in the episode where Sitii underwent the fire ordeal. Indra rebuked 

VR.- 1.75.17 
VR - 6.26.331.32 
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Rama for his distrust of Sita : "How could you distrust her, for you are god~ the 

creator of the whole universe (an epithet often applied to Brahma}, and the foremost 

among the wise and knowledgeable persons "45
• Rama, oblivious of his divinity, 

enquired of Brahma : "I consider myself to be Rama, the offspring of DaS'aratha. Who 

then am land where have I come from, tell me that lord"46
• Brahma replied : "You 

are the great god ~arayapa, stta is Lalq;mi and you are god Vi~vu-K!~!Ja and Prajapati. 

For the purpose of killing Rava~Ja, you entered a human body"47
• The. Yuddhakiil]l/a 

projects Rama as a Purnavatara(complete incarnatio~) of Vi~vu rather than a pa:tial 

one, as expressed in the Balakii1J4a. Rama himself was unaware of his divinity and 

was informed about this by the goos. 

In the Uttarak.aiJ!fa there are many instances in which Rama has been portrayed a8. 

· an iflcaination ofVisnu.·once Gautama assured Ahalya: "ln the house of the.lksvakus .· . . . . . : . 
. ·. . there wiH be born a mighty warri~r named Rama, renowned in the universe ~ . . That 

. . 

long armed hero will be none other ·than Visnu in human form .... It is he who can 
~ . . . 

efface the sin you have committed"48
• In another passage Bhrgu cursed Vi~I]U, :".You 

will be born in the world of man, 0 Janardana, and there you will live separated form 

your wife for many years"49
• This statement directly connects Vi~I}U with Rama. In 

the Uttarakluyja Brahma again reminded Rama of his divinity. when Rama lamented 

over the disappearance of Sita into the womb of the earth and vowed to destroy the 

45 

47 

V.R. - 6.105.58 
V.R. - 6. 105.10 
VR.- 6.105.12-18 
V.R. - 7.30.41-42 
V.R. -7.41.6 
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universe. Brahma said to Rama : "0 Rama, the virtuous one, do not be incensed. 

Recollect your divine origin and nature . . now recall that you are Visnu . . . 0 

invisible hero". 5() 

Rama has been addressed asJ!CUamatnuur1 and NarayaJFl52
• Finally Rama was told 

by Kala : "Your task is aceomplished, 0 friend, 0 protector of the worlds. You are 

mind bom53 and you have completed your long stay among the mortals. 0 foremost of 

men, return to us" 54
• Brahmi welcomed him to the abode of the gods : "Hail ! 0 

Visnu ! Hail ! 0 Raghava! With your god-like brothers now enter your eternal abode~ · · 

{~:. Return to your own _body if you so desire ... occupy the realm of Vi~tm .. enter into 

your. real body· if you want"55• Rima finally realised his true nature :·"Hearing these . 

0 t" 

words of ~rahma, the supremely virtuous Rama formed his resolution and entered 

Visnu's abode in his body with his younger brothers. :rhus Visnu returned to heaven, .. : . . . ... . . 

and it is he.who pervaded the three worlds, both the moving and the fixed"~6 • 

Rfuna of Valmiki transcended the human qualities to become equal with gods which 

' ended in his identification with Vigm. However, he was not yet the object of devotion 

and worship who could grant molqa. At the same time he contained all the elerrients 

of being a deity and was not very far from being the object of devotion. There are 

50 V.R- 7.98.12-13 
51 V.R. - 7.41. 7 
52 VR -7.26.28 
5] V.R - 7.104.13 
:'.t VR. -7.104.1-13 
~5 V.R. -7.10'4.8-13 
56 V.R. - 7.111.2 
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some instances the Uttarak·.~ which presupposed.the idea of bhakti. The V~ctr 

were so devoted to Rama in Ayodhya that a month passed by as if it were an hour57
• 

Later the inhabitants of Ayodhya wished to accompany Rama to heaven as an .· 

expression of their love and devotion for him. 58 On resuming his form as Vi~Qu in 

heaven, Rama told the gods that the citizens of Ayodhya were his devotees and they 

sacrificed themselves for his sake59
• It was during the medieval period, when some of 

~e major bhakti poets accepted Ramo as their preeminent object of devotion, that the 

image of Rama as the deliverer of man from their earthly sorrows become widely 
• • . ,i ·-

recognised. However1the Ramaya~. having set the scene·fot the full realisation of . 

the divine aspect of ~a in heaven: seems to have been content to dwell more ~n the · 
./ · .. 

human na.ture of Rima on earth. 

-.:· .. .. . :< . 

The deification<}£ .Rama towards the final stages of the composition of the epic 

suggests that brcilunariism had foL nd Rama a model to embody and transmit the norms. 

it prescnbed to overcome the social crisis it was facing. The story of Rama·wa5 chosen 

for it was an attractive and popular story in which Rama was deified in degrees through 

various stages. Rama was viewed in the early stage as a perfeet Jqatriya, a position 

which in no way came in conflict with the religious ideals of his time, for it was 

recommended that each one should follow one's var~a duty 60
• 

)7 VR. - 7.39.27 
V.R. - 7.107.13 
V.R.- 7.107.17 
J.L.Brockington,op.cit,p.220 
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Rama was a connecting link between the people and the unseen heaven. Because 

of his supposedly physical presence, it was comparatively easier to pcuject him as an 

incarnation of the God, and yet make him appear crediblei The image of the ideal 

family man and the ideal king superimposed on the'magnific~nt hero helped in the 

construction of the avatlira. 

Rama belonged to the ruling class, who wielded power. Heesterman argues that 

power: in order to be legitimate, must be s~nctioned by authority, and authority in turn 

must be valid~ted by prieslhood, which provided the channel to the divine or 

trascendent source of authority. The pair of king and brahmana stands for temi)oral . . 

power and spiritual authority .. "The king-brahmin formula takes care of power and 

' 
authority distinguished from each other in an absolute fashion. Power and authority 

should complement each other and that the king and brahmin, therefore, must 

coope.·ate" .61 Rama, the god, was the result of this cooperation. 

Moreover, by providing the religious coat, brahman ism could enter new aret,1s to 

inculcate the values of what it perceived as the ideal society. Acculturation increasingly 

required that Sanskritic tradition should incorporate elements of local cultures. 

Although Rama did not belong to the non-brahmanical society, the development of 

Rama as ari incarnation of Vi~!ni can be properly understood in the backdrop of the 

whole theory of incarnation where the manifestation of Vi~qu varied from animal to 

mythical and finally to a human form. Through lhese incarnations brahmanism could 

(Jj 
J.C.Heesteiman, The bmer Conflicts of Tradition, OUP,Delhi,.l985,p.42 ~ 
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gradually incorporate the local beliefs and cultures. Thus the avatara theory functioned 

as a channel of assimilation and an extension of Sanskritic culture. Although the bha1:ti 

element of later times was absent>the Phalafruti section did convey the message 

strongly that whoever listened to the story of Rama would be free from his sins and 

would enjoy heaven. This also acted as an agent of broadening the base of Yai~!)avism. 

Thus, the deification of Raina served several purposes. The ~iimayaiJa was not the 

end but the beginning of the process, a process that was to reestablish the supremacy . ' 

of brahmanism irom the post-Gupra period onwards. The ideals that Rama 

represented and the popularity of the story helped to serve this purpose. Rama was 

seen as an avatara of Vi~!)U who deliberately limited himself and agreed to conform 

to the human co.ndition. By his perfect adaption of the human condition, he set up an 

example of how life should be lived. And yet, this adaptation never interfered with his 

essentially divine nature. However, one should never lose sight of the fact that in the 

ROmilyaJ}O-, Rama was little more ~an dhamUl personified. The unqualified attribution 

of divinity to him in the late~ stage appear somewhat artificial. 



Conclusitm 
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5. Conclusion 

'The historical significance of t4e process of transformation of a martial hero into an 

avatlira can be understood with greater clarity if we compare Rima with Kf~a the central 

character of the other Sanskrit epic Mahiibhlirata and an equally popular avlltlira of 

Visnu. 'The differences in character between the two of them are as fundamental as the 
•• 

manner in which they have been ddfied and they reflect the difference in the chief 

concerns of the two epics. 

Although it is generally aclrnowledged that the epic literature cannot be precisely 

dated, containing as it does formations that cover several centuries, scholars have 

-generally accepted that the Klimayal}ll in its present form belongs to the period 

between 300 B.C and 300 A.D. and the Mahlibhlirata to the period between 400 B.C. 

and 400 B.C. and 400 A.D. Thus, even though in terms of the yuga theory, the 

MahiJbhiirata describes the events of a later period than the Rlimiiyarza, these two texts 

were more or less contemporaneous of one other. The material, cultural and political 

pattern is somewhat simpler in the RamfiYCU}'l compared to that of the Mahiibharata. 

But the epics record acc()unts of civilized, materially affluent societies following the 

brahmanical norms· based on Vanjiiframa, and loudly proclaim the need for the 

preservation of dharma. It seems therefore that there exists a lot of similarities in the 

m~terial and cultural contexts of the two epics, and yet the protagonists of the two 

texts, despite superficial resemblances, were different from each other.- -Let-us-look at-. 

the two characters a little more closely. 



The most important difference between the two seems be that K~~!Ja was an avatara 

from the very beginning and he was aware of his divine status in the Mahiibhiirata, 

while Rama answered the requirements of a god and his deification was gradual. Till 

the very final stage of the epic Rima was unaware of his divinity. K~~!]a's birth was 

dramatic. Visnu manifested himself as Rama with a mission to kill Ravana and just as • 

Krsna was born to destroy the wicked king ~amsa. Rima's divine character before his ... 
birth was known only to the gods but Krsna's divinity was revealed to all concerned .... 
by the circumstances ofhis birth. Ri~ - in his childhood behaved as a ~.ormal, 

responstl>le ifhigbly gifted, boy. As a child, Krsna exb.toited extraordinary powers. Krsna's .. - , ~ " 

popularity was based on his miraculous exploits and that of Rima on his ideal behaviour. 

Both of them helped to get rid of evils when they were young, but while Rima's actions 

were heroic, Krsna's operations were supernatural Indeed, the exploits of young Krsna 
... ., . •• II' 

are not recorded in the Mahlibhiirata. 'They appear for the first time in great detail in the 

_ Harivm;;sa, considered to be an adjti.nct of 111e Mahaohiirata. But since we are not left 
·--...,,\ 

with any doubt that these two texts descnoe two phases in the life of the same person, it 

is difficult to disassociate the Krsna of the Harivamsa and the Krsna of the Mahabhiitata. . ... . . , .. 

It is the awareness ofJ<r~a ofhis own divinity and the absence of it in Raina accounts 

for the difference in the pattern of their respective behaviours. Rama released Ahalyaof 

her curse but it does not -seem as if he realised that he could do so because he was 

endowed with divvine power. AD his great .._evements, such as his victory over Ravana, 
. -

could be accomplished by a great warrior. It were the gods who in formed Rima about 

his divinity. Krsna, on the otherhand, promised to Draupadl: "'lhe heavens might fal1, the ... 



Himavat might split, the earth might be rent, or the waters of the ocean may dry up, but 

my words that you will again reign as queen and the wives of your enemies will weep, 

shall never be in vain"1
• 'lhis is not merely a promise, but a prophecy which only a god can 

make. He revived P~, the still-born child of Uttara. He finnly established his divine 

. 
status through the exposition of the Bhiigvad Gita. He told Atjuna: ''You and I have 

passed through many births, I remember them all, you do not remember"2
• He said : 

''Whenever righteousnes is on the decline, and unrighteousness is in the ascedant, I body 

myself forth. For the protection of the virtuous, for the extirpation of evil-doers, and for 

the establishment of dharma on a firm footing, I am born from age to age"3
• He naturally 

~ 

informed Atjuna;~My birth and aCtivities are divine. He, who knows this in reality is not 
1: 

reborn on leaving his body, but .comes to me"4
• 

·~exemplified the outcome of devotion to God: "whosoever seek me, even so do 

I approach them, for all men follow my path in every way"~. He who sees me preS;ent in 

all beings and all beings existin~ within me, never loses sight of me, and I never lose sight 

of him"6
• Rima, on the other hand, considered himself only as Da~athi: He asked 

Brahnii: " I consider myself to be Raina. Who then am I and where have I come form, tell 

me that lord'17
• When he vowed to upset the world after Stti's departure into the earth, 

Brahnia had to console him that Sita would be (eunited with him in heaven. But Krsna 

2 

4 

6 

7 

The MV7:1,3.13.117,cited in V.S. Sukhtanker, On The Meaning of the 
Mahabharata, 'The Asi3tic Society ofBombay, p.72 
B.G.- 4.5 
B.G.- 4.7,8 
B.G.-4.9 
B.G.- 4.11 
E.G.- 6.30 
VR.- 6.105-10 

... 
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knew and explained that the soul was never born nor died nor did it become only after 

being born. For it was unborn, eternal, everlasting and ancient, even though the body was 

slain, the soul wasnot8
. When it canie to the expression ofhuman emotions, Rima often 

reacted like a normal human being, even though, being the ideal man, he controlled his 

emotions. But Krsna always responded in a divine manner, because he knew from before 
~·· 

what was to happen. He had already killed the ~uravas; :Atjuna was nearly a human agent 

who carried out what was inevitable9
• 

'The prime concern ofboth the epics was to demonstrate the triumph of dharma over 

adharma. Both IWna_ and Krsna ·ensured that dharma prevails, as it must, because 
.. .. .. 

' · .. _.,_ 

adharma carries within it the seeds of its oWil destruction.. But they behaved in a markedly · 

. different fashion. Rima preferred the path of suffering as being the right way of living 
. . . . 

. :· . aCconimg to dhlzima. He never preached dharma but only practised it Krsna preached and 
• •• • ,# ••• 

explained the subtle ways of dharma. Krsna himself seldom personally intervene to 
. . .. 

. establish dharma. Rather, he inspired others to act. He was a great teacher who taught the 

world Jnanayoga, Karmayoga, Atmayoga; Sallkhyayoga, Brahmayoga etc. He informed 

·.AJjuna," "There was never a time when I was not , or when you or these kings were not. 

Nor it is a fact that hereafter we shall all cease to be. Just as boyhood, youth and old age 

are attnbuted to the soul through this body, even so it attains another body. "'he wise man 

does not get deluded about this. 10
" Rima, however, grieved the loss of his dear ones. 

Rama in the Vlrlniiki Rainiiyaf!'l; as we have seen, was essentally a human being who, 

9 

10 

B.G.- 2.20 
B.G.- 3.,27 
B.G.-2.12-13 



through his seeds, enacted the brahmanical ideals of a perfect social order. I<[~a was a 

god who was not supposed to lead by personal example. He was the mediating agency 

through whom Dharma would be established. Yudhi~a co~es Closer to Rima, but he 

lacked Rama's heroic quality and is therefore not as inspiring a character. 

· 'The mention ofYudhiS!hffa brings another crucial difference between the two epics 

to the fore. It is the difference in the conceptualisation of dharma itself Dharma in the 

RilniiryCOJli is invested with a good deal of morality. Rama never suffers from the kinds of 

moral dilemma with which the characters in the Mahabharata are often aftlicted. Usually 

Krsna solved these moral problems either through his miraculous powers, or philosophical .. ,. - . 

· discourses or cunning. In neither case the reader is surprised, for Krsna is the god. He is 
~ .. 

beyond human perception or reasoning. 'The morality in the Rliniltyaf!G is much more flat 

and one dimensional Rima acts in accordance with the prescriptions of the DharmaSastra 

and is seldom called upon to explain his actions. Perhaps the only exception was the 

/ 

assassination ofVili. When he beheaded Sambii.ka, no question was asked. 'This difference· 

in apptA.rWt ~""~~~ Dharma in the- two epics arises from the fundamentally different 

manner in which they addressed the problem of the social crisis of the Kali age. 

Brahminism sought to solve this problem in the Ramaya"!l by constructing an ideal son, 

ideal brother, ideal husband. KrSITO had no relationship with his biological parents and the ... 
relationship between Kr~'¥1 and Ba/arama can ha~dly be described as intimate. It is true 

that ·they lived and respected each other but their roles were very different. During the 

Mahabharata war Kff11fl was on the side of the Pli1,uiavas, but Balarama remained 

neutral. Even if, Krsn~'s dalliance with the Gopis' in Vmdiivana forms no part of the 
~· ... ., #' 

Mahiibharata, his conjugal life had so little to do with the plot of the epic that it could not 
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possibly sense of a role modeL 

R.ama was above all an ideal king but Krsna was never a king in the sense Rama was . . . . 
When he became the king at Mathura, Jarasati.dha attacked him. 'lo avoid unnecessary 

bloodshed, he ultimately left Mathura, migrated to with his people 0\clraka and settled 

there. In the Maliiibliilrata Krsna does not appear primarily as a king; he ... 
functions more as a statesman. But even in this role, his righteousness is not above 

question. Duryodhana, Kama, Gmdhan and others blamed Krsna at times with good 
• f "'., 

reason, for his unrighteousness actions. Rima, as a king, was never in doubt regarding 

what the correct course of action is, and all his contro1i-sial decisions, such as the exiie of 

Sita-; are always amenable to simple explanation, in accordance with the highest standard 

to rajadharma, and·are made acceptable through his personal suffering. Krsna was much 
. . ~~ 

more of an enigmatic character than Rima. 

· When Rama left the earth, Bralmii welcomed him in heaven. He left behind a 

prosperous kingdom where dharma reigned supreme,. Krsna's Dvar"fka, however, faced 
ft ••• 

doom 'lhe Yadavas grew sensuous and Vicious. 'lhey fought agamst each other and all 

adult males of clan were wiped out these feuds, except Krsna, Balarama, Danika 
·~ ~ 

(Krs' na's chariotee~ and Babhru. Krsna sent his chrioteer to Hastinapur with a message .. . ........ 

to Arjuna to come down to Dviiraka and look after the women and children of the 

Yadavas. He consoled the wailing women and children, and asked them to accompany 

Arjuna to Hastinapur, as Dvaraka was destined to be swallowed by the sea 11
. Krsna .. 

himself retired into the deep forest. When in meditation he was hit by the arrow of a 

II A.D. Pusalker, Studies in the Epics and Puranas, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, 
Bombay.1995, p.78 



hunter who mistook him for deer and he passed away. 'The god who appeared on earth 

to restore Dharma, failed to protect his own people and died in an accident. 

'The contrast in the manner in which the· two avattiras met their end is in itself a 

pointer to the difference in the major thrust of the two epics. Ri"ma accomplished his 

mission and went back to heaven where he finally came to terms with his true identity. 

Krsna with all the awareness ofbeing the god himself. helped to defeat the forces of evil, ... 
but he himself died a disillusioned man. 'The message of the Ramaya~ is simple and 

direct, that oftheMah!Ibhliratamuch more complex and involved. Both the texts up held 

and propagated the brahmanical ideas ·in a period of transition_ and crisis. But while Raina 

fulfilled these ideals in his own lite and thus qualified to be elevated to the status of a god, 

Krsoa's explicit divinity from the beginning was a hindrance to his becoming a role model . . . . 

for men. Rima offered to protect the brahrnanical ideals on earth; Krsna promised 
••• 

salvation to all who sought refuge in him. 'That is why Rania's deification was a process 

that history help.s to understand while the 16-sna who came to receive worship as an object ... 
of devotion was not the Krsna of Mahlibharta , but the child god ofVmdavan . .. '. . 
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